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ABSTRACT
Charge Transport and Spin Dynamics of Color Centers in Diamond
By
Damon Daw
Advisor: Carlos Meriles
Solid state defects in diamond are promising candidates for room temperature quantum
information processors (1, 3, 5). Chief among these defects is the nitrogen vacancy center (‘NV
center’ or ‘NV’). The NV has long coherence times (at 300K) and its state is easily initialized,
manipulated and read out (5). However, the outstanding issue of entangling NV centers in a scalable
fashion, at room temperature remains a challenge. This thesis presents experimental and theoretical
work aimed at achieving this goal by developing the ‘flying qubit’ framework in (1). This method
for remote entanglement utilizes a charge carrier (initialized into a definite spin state) that is ionized
from an NV. The carrier is transported through the diamond and captured by a remote defect where
its state may be correlated with the initial qubit. Here, we present the results of charge transport
experiments both in ensembles of NVs and in precision engineered samples aimed at examining the
potential of this concept. We find that space charge effects greatly impact the charge carrier
dynamics in ensembles and may be useful for channeling or guiding charge carriers to remote
defects. What is more, we show inter-defect transport on the single NV level and derive important
parameters of the process (e.g., capture cross section). We also examine the possibility of using
electrodynamic fields to tightly confine charge carriers during transit inside the crystal. While we
find that this method (Paul Trapping) is unlikely to be fruitful for the flying qubit project, it may
have interesting applications in fundamental studies of carrier transport, or in so-called
‘valleytronics.’
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1. Towards Room Temperature Quantum Information Processing with NV Centers
Quantum information processing holds promise to revolutionize myriad fields ranging from
high fidelity simulation of quantum systems to the enhancement of artificial intelligence (AI)
algorithms (2, 3, 43, 47). Thus far, work on quantum information processing platforms has
proceeded primarily in the regime of ultra-cold physics (< 4K) (4). Such apparatuses are very
technically and monetarily challenging to maintain, so finding system that could suffice as a qubit at
higher temperatures (ideally, near 300K) warrants investigation. A qubit should have the following
properties: have the Hamiltonian of a two-level (or pseudo two-level) system; have a coherence time
long enough to perform interesting gate operations on it; be controllably entangled with other qubits
in the system; may be read out with high fidelity. One such system that fulfills most of the above
requirements is a solid-state defect in diamond known as the nitrogen vacancy center (“NV,” or
“NV center”). For an excellent theoretical review of the NV center, see (5); for an excellent practical
introduction, see (6) . The NV center has long coherence times at room temperature (~200𝜇𝑠) and
its state is easily manipulated and read out, though NV systems have so far lacked a method for
scalable, arbitrary entanglement of spatially separated NV centers. This is largely due to the
difficulty of coherently extracting a photon from the NV and using it to transfer its state to another
system (7). One way of stating this problem is that the NV project is lacking a method for bussing
quantum information between defects at room temperature. The work in (1) outlines the theoretical
motivation for the experimental, quantum bus work presented in this thesis. Briefly, the theoretical
scheme aims to bus quantum information between two NV centers (NV A and NV B) by using a
charge carrier (electron or hole) as a ‘flying qubit’ that transports the state of NV A to NV B where
it is captured. The process proceeds by first initializing the state of NV A, then ionizing its valence
electron (e.g., via an optical pulse), transporting the electron through the conduction band (CB) with
an externally applied electric field, and capturing it at NV B. While the above process is expected to
have a low fidelity (since the preservation of the electronic spin state is not guaranteed during
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ionization of an NV center) the use of ancillary defects (e.g., substitutional nitrogen or, P1 centers)
as intermediaries is expected to result in coherence preserving ionization events, though would add
fabrication and experimental challenges (1). For example, the state of NV A may be first transferred
to a nearby P1 center, whose valence states overlap strongly with spin preserving Bloch states in the
CB during ionization (if the electron’s energy is near the CB minimum). Yet, the simplest
implementation involves the direct NV-NV transfer of an electron (or hole) and so it is a good
beginning. This thesis adds a piece to the puzzle of room temperature quantum computing by
addressing the following issues regarding the direct transfer of charge carriers (electrons or holes)
between NV centers: How will the transport and capture of carriers change when an external electric
field is applied vs. free diffusion? What is the capture probability for an NV center to capture a
carrier from the CB, i.e., what is the capture cross section for the process? If charge carrier capture
is observed, how can one know the source of the charge carrier since there are other photo-ionically
active defects in diamond? Can electrostatic or electrodynamic fields be used to enhance the fidelity
of the process?
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1.2 Introduction to Color Centers in Diamond and Experimental Techniques
Diamond is an attractive material for a wide array of technological and fundamental applications
ranging from radiation detection (8), light based classical computation (10, 9), high speed
electronics (11), quantum communication and quantum information processing (1, 12). Diamond is
unique in that it is a wide bandgap semiconductor (5.5eV) that is transparent in the visible portion of
the electromagnetic spectrum (depending on doping profile) with a high heat conductivity and a
high carrier mobility. Diamonds used in the laboratory are typically either grown using chemical

Fig. 1: Cartoon of the NV center and Siv where ‘C’ denotes a lattice carbon atom, ‘V’ denotes a lattice vacancy,
‘N’ a nitrogen atom and ‘Si’ is a silicon atom. The quantization axis of each defect lies along the [111]
crystallographic direction though the inversion symmetry of the SiV gives it spin-phonon coupling properties
that are quite distinct from those of the NV center (see below). The photograph below is a typical diamond
sample used in our experiments.

vapor deposition chambers (CVD) or using high-temperature high- pressure techniques (HPHT) (5).
In general, CVD grown diamonds have a higher purity, with the state of the art producing diamonds
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with the two most common chemical impurities, nitrogen and boron, at levels that are < 5𝑝𝑝𝑏.
Further, though pure samples are typically desirable, diamond may serve as host to a number of
atomic impurities known as ‘point defects’ many of which possess useful optical, charge and spin
characteristics (5, 13, 14). Because of its exceptional spin properties (see below) this thesis focuses
on the point defect known as the nitrogen vacancy (NV) center though experimental work regarding
the silicon vacancy (SiV) center will be discussed as well. Fig. 1 shows a schematic of both the NV
center and the SiV.
1.3 The Nitrogen Vacancy Center in Diamond
The NV is a point defect consisting of a substitutional nitrogen atom and a vacancy in the carbon
lattice and it can be found in large concentration ensembles (several ppm) down to the single defect

Fig. 2: Schematic of a PL spectrum (e.g., see (3)) of NV center and SiV. The ZPLs corresponding to two charge
states of NV center are shown 𝑁𝑉 − : 637𝑛𝑚, 𝑁𝑉 0 : 575𝑛𝑚, along with overlapping, phonon sidebands of each
charge states. The ZPL of the SiV is also present (737𝑛𝑚). Spectroscopically identifying the species of a color
center is one of the most common methods.

level depending on how the diamond is engineered (see Chapter 2). It possesses 𝐶3𝑣 symmetry and
has its quantization axis aligned with the [111] crystal axis. The neutral charge state structure is
composed of five electrons from the dangling bonds of the lattice carbon and host nitrogen and the
negative charge state (with spin 𝑆 = 1) is formed by recombining a sixth electron into the defect (5).
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The NV is known as a ‘deep defect’ because it is relatively far in energy (compared to ambient
thermal energy) from both the conduction band (CB) or valance band (VB) edges (see Fig. 4). The
properties of the NV center change radically depending on its charge state and while other, stable
charge states have been postulated to exist (16), this work examines the neutrally charged (𝑁𝑉 0 )
and negatively charged (𝑁𝑉 − ) NV center. Particularly, the 𝑁𝑉 − will serve as the workhorse of this
thesis acting as a spin qubit, charge trap/sensor and source of photo generated charge carriers. Due
to the lack of phonon-spin mixing (16), the 𝑁𝑉 − has very high coherence times even at ambient
temperatures, with 𝑇2 ≈ 100𝜇𝑠 and 𝑇1 ≈ 1𝑚𝑠 and its spin (and charge) state can be optically
initialized with e.g. a green laser near 530𝑛𝑚. Further, the 𝑁𝑉 − emits photoluminescence (PL)
under optical illumination in the visible range, and its electronic spin state can be correlated with its
PL level, allowing one to read out its electronic state by simply counting photons that are emitted
from the defect. The remainder of this section will discuss, in detail, the fundamental spin, optical
and charge properties of the NV and SiV centers.
1.4 Optically Detected Magnetic Resonance
The correlation between the 𝑁𝑉 − PL under optical illumination and its spin state constitutes the
bedrock of its utility (6). Fig. 2 shows a PL spectrum collected from an ensemble of NV centers
under optical illumination with 530𝑛𝑚 light. The spectrum reveals a large phonon sideband (PSB)
that overlaps considerably with the (optically active) 𝑁𝑉 0 sideband as well as the 𝑁𝑉 − zero-phonon
line (ZPL) at 637𝑛𝑚. Because the 𝑁𝑉 − is typically measured by collecting off resonance PL, and
because there can be spectral bleeding between different color centers, it is often necessary to
optically filter the PL in a window around the ZPL of the defect, for example. Once appropriate
filtering has been implemented one may use the PL level of the 𝑁𝑉 − to read out its spin state.
Consider the energy diagram in Fig. 3. The ground state triplet (𝑆 = 1) may be put into the excited
state by driving the optical transition. This transition preserves the electronic spin state, and the PL
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Fig. 3: Energy level diagram for the 𝑁𝑉 − . Excitation and relaxation denoted by solid and dashed lines
respectively with the ISC decay channel from the excited 𝑚𝑠 = ∓1 state shown as a dashed, black line. the
ground state zero field splitting of 2.87GHz allows the manipulation of the spin state and a typical experimental
signal obtained from performing ODMR on an NV ensemble.

contrast emerges as a result of two competing decay channels in the excited state: the electron can
either decay back to the ground state by emitting a photon into the ZPL or the PSB or it can undergo
an intersystem crossing (ISC) to a singlet state (𝑆 = 0) whose excited state lies below the triplet
excited state. An electron in the excited state of the singlet can then decay back to the ground state
by emitting an infrared (IR) photon (1042nm) and subsequently decaying back into the triplet
ground state. Since the emission from the triplet state is filtered out, the PL from the 𝑁𝑉 − is
quenched when the system cycles through the singlet state. Critically, the likelihood of an
intersystem crossing event occurring is much larger for the 𝑚𝑠 = ±1 (see Fig. 3) spin projections as
opposed to the 𝑚𝑠 = 0 projection (3). Therefore, the quenching of PL is associated with the system
being in the 𝑚𝑠 = ±1 state and a measurement of spin may be carried out by comparing PL levels
between the two states – i.e., optically detected magnetic resonance (ODMR). For this reason, 𝑚𝑠 =
±1 is sometimes referred to colloquially as the ‘dark state’ and the 𝑚𝑠 = 0 projection as the ‘bright
state’ though this nomenclature only holds if the optical filtering is in place to produce sufficient
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contrast.

Fig. 4: Known energy levels of 𝑁𝑉 − and 𝑁𝑉 0 showing the effect of continuous green illumination on the charge
state. 𝛾1 denotes the initial, excitation photon and 𝛾2 denotes the second photon that either ionizes (upper pane) or
recombines (lower pane) the defect. Dotted lines represent electronic decay channels.

While ODMR is a cornerstone of NV research, it has some shortfalls that have been overcome
by the development of more involved readout schemes, e.g. spin to charge conversion (see next
section). The primary limitation of optical readout of the NV is that any readout beam that can
excite the optical transition will eventually repolarize the electronic spin into the ground state 𝑚𝑠 =
0 projection. This occurs because there is a small coupling between the 𝑚𝑠 = ±1 state and the
triplet state via the ISC – as the readout beam cycles an 𝑁𝑉 − that is in the 𝑚𝑠 = ±1 state, there is a
non-zero probability that it will relax via the ISC, decay to the ground state of the triplet level and
ultimately flip its spin as it decays into the 𝑚𝑠 = 0 state (see Fig. 3). Since the process is stochastic,
cycling the optical transition (i.e., reading out the NV) will eventually lead to the polarization of the
spin state into 𝑚𝑠 = 0 and the spin contrast will be lost. Experimental investigations of ODMR have
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Fig. 5: Energy level diagram for the 𝑁𝑉 − displaying the scheme for SCC. The bi-chromatic pulse excites and ionizes
the spin projection corresponding to 0 while the ±1 projections are protected from ionization by shelving into the
triplet state. Below, a typical pulse sequence used in SCC: a green laser charge and spin initializes the system
followed by a two-color SCC pulse which excites and then selectively ionizes only one spin projection. The charge
state is read out via a long orange pulse.

shown that this repolarization will significantly reduce the optical contrast after several hundred
nanoseconds (~300𝑛𝑠) under typical illumination conditions (6). Indeed, it is a standard
experimental optimization task to optimize the readout scheme by varying not only the power and
wavelength of the readout laser (18) but also its timing. Optimal readout conditions may be found
by identifying a readout pulse length that generates the maximum spin contrast signal. However,
this repolarization limits the achievable contrast of an ODMR experiment to approximately 30% for
a single NV and 5% for ensembles of NVs (see Chapters 3 and 4). While this mechanism limits
readout contrast, it is a vital control process that allows one to spin polarize the 𝑁𝑉 − by all optical
means. Illumination with a 1𝜇𝑠 pulse of about five hundred microwatts of green laser light will spin
polarize an 𝑁𝑉 − into the 𝑚𝑠 = 0 state with approximately 90% fidelity (5, 6, 9). This initialization
scheme is used throughout this thesis and is key in facilitating the spin control of the NV center.
Further details regarding ODMR on the NV center will be provided in later sections as necessary.
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1.5 Optical Charge State Dynamics of the NV Center and Charge Readout
Since the spin and optical properties of the NV center depend on its charge state, the ability
to initialize and read out the charge state of the defect is paramount to its use. While the charge
dynamics of the NV center have been researched for several years there are uncertainties regarding
all the stable charge states (15), optimal techniques for charge control (19) as well as the salient
factors in the crystal environment that can alter these dynamics (see Chapter 2). Still, it is possible to
control the NV charge state to a significant degree using optical radiation, though the parameter
space is quite large (18). The wavelength and intensity of light used to ionize or recombine an
electron into the NV center will, in general, change the resulting dynamics considerably (10).
Further, since most of the useful readout information gained from the NV comes in the form of PL,
the impact of a laser used to excite the optical transitions in the NV on the charge state must be
considered.
In the simplest charge initialization scheme, a green laser (630nm) is used to continuously
illuminate a single (or ensemble) NV center that is initially in its neutral state, 𝑁𝑉 0 . This off
resonant excitation will bring an electron from the ground state of the 𝑁𝑉 0 to the excited state.
Then, a second photon may either cause spontaneous emission or it can drive an electron from the
VB into the defect, recombining it to 𝑁𝑉 − . Conversely, 𝑁𝑉 − may be ionized by the following
process: first, 𝑁𝑉 − absorbs a photon putting an electron into the excited triplet manifold. Then, a
second photon can drive the excited electron into the conduction band, ionizing the defect back to
the 𝑁𝑉 0 charge state. Since both processes (ionization and recombination) require two photons, they
are quadratically dependent on laser power. Yet, the rate at which the NV center ionizes is much
slower than the rate of recombination, so the charge state will be in the negative state with
approximately a 70% probability in the case of single NVs. Note that these charge dynamics hold at
ambient conditions and cooling the system to lower temperatures can greatly increase the fidelity of
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charge initialization (20). Further, note that the process of CW green illumination continuously
charge cycles the NV center between the positive and negative charge states so the NV can also
serve as a ‘charge pump’ that continuously moves carriers from the VB to the CB. Once in the
negative charge state, a red laser (e.g., 630nm) can be used to selectively ionize 𝑁𝑉 − converting it
back to 𝑁𝑉 0 (see Fig. 4). This again is a (quasi) two-photon process that requires an 𝑁𝑉 − electron
to be first excited and then ejected into the conduction band. Since the energy at 630nm (1.96eV) is
less than the energy gap from the valence band to the ground state of either 𝑁𝑉 − or 𝑁𝑉 0 red cannot
recombine the defect and CW red illumination leads to a one-way charge conversion to the neutral
state. Since this process is quadratic in the power, and since the PL emitted from the NV is linear in
the power, a red laser is well suited for reading out the 𝑁𝑉 − without destroying its charge state
immediately. Illumination with higher energy (but low optical power) orange light (594nm) can also
be used to read out the charge state of the NV though it has a small chance of recombining the
defect and charge cycling it (see Chapter 4).
The PL of the NV center is heavily modulated by its charge state and schemes that use
correlations between the charge of the NV and its electronic spin have been developed that
overcome some of the limitations imposed by standard optical sensing described above (SOS).
Briefly, it is possible to selectively ionize an 𝑁𝑉 − defect depending on its spin state by, for
example, application of bi-chromatic illumination with a very high intensity red laser and a low
intensity green laser (e.g., 20mW and 1mW respectively). Fig. 5 shows a schematic of the process.
If the defect is spin polarized into 𝑚𝑠 = 0 a green photon will likely drive the system into the
excited state where a red photon will ionize it into the conduction band. If the system is polarized
into 𝑚𝑠 = ±1 initially, it is possible that once excited by a green photon it will decay into the triplet
state via the ISC and be protected from subsequent absorption events since a red photon at 630nm
cannot ionize the triplet state (21). This process maps the spin state onto the charge state and allows
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one to read out the charge state with a relatively long duration (several ms) laser pulse of, e.g.
695nm light. Since one gathers many more photons over a detection window of several milliseconds
contrasted with hundreds of nanoseconds, the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of charge state detection is
typically much larger than for SOS (13). Experimental optimization and sensitivity of SCC will be
discussed in Chapter 3.
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1.6 NV Capture of Free Charge Carriers

a)

b)

Fig. 6: A confocal raster scan of a bulk diamond with several ppm of NV centers. The plane of the scan is
approximately 10𝜇𝑚 below the diamond surface. The two experimental sequences used in each case is shown
below. The upper pulse sequence corresponds to a) while the lower corresponds to b). The laser powers for
green and red are each 400𝜇𝑊 and the park time was 5s. The feature in the lower left corner of each scan is
the spot where the laser resets after a scan so it illuminates, and charge converts a small portion of the NVs in
this spot.

While the charge state of the NV has traditionally been manipulated with light pulses, other
avenues of charge state control have been investigated, such as band bending via the application of
external fields (23) and engineering of doping profiles (24). What is more, point defects such as the
NV and SiV are often capable of capturing a free charge carrier either from the CB (electrons) or
from the VB (holes) (10, 14). Capture of a charge carrier necessarily converts the charge state of the
defect, so if one can generate a sufficiently large flux of free carriers, the charge state of a defect
may be manipulated through the capture mechanism. In general, carrier capture occurs through a
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cascading process of phonon emission (26, 25), though theoretical and experimental work
explaining the capture process is still underway. The NV (and SiV, to some extent) is a model
candidate for monitoring the process of free charge capture because its fluorescence spectrum
changes radically depending on its charge state.
Experiments carried out by Dhomkar et al (9) in bulk diamonds with ensembles of NV
centers with concentrations in the hundreds of ppb range have demonstrated that the NV center does
indeed capture free charges, but it is highly selective in doing so. Fig. 6 shows an experiment similar
to those reported in (9). The colored areas show PL scans of an approximately 80𝜇𝑚 × 80𝜇𝑚
region taken with one of our home-built confocal microscopes (see next section). The optical
filtering has been set to bandpass all PL above 650nm so it selectively reads out 𝑁𝑉 − - regions of
the scan with a high photon count have a higher density of 𝑁𝑉 − . Fig. 6a shows the resulting PL
pattern generated by initializing the NV population mostly into the negative charge state, then
illuminating the center point to charge cycle the NVs in that spot. Specifically, the experiment
begins by scanning a 530nm laser across the sample area to preferentially charge initialize the NV
population into the negative charge state (the bright state). Since both charge states of the NV lie
well within the bandgap, charges are very unlikely to be excited by thermal vibrations (𝑘𝐵 ×
300𝐾 ≅ 26𝑚𝑒𝑉) so while the 𝑁𝑉 − is, strictly speaking, a metastable charge state, the lifetime of
the charge configuration is essentially infinitely long (in the absence of optical excitation). Once
initialized, we then reposition the laser spot and illuminate with 530nm for a long duration ‘park.’
This parked, green laser will ionize and recombine the NVs in the spot generating a stream of both
holes and electrons that rapidly thermalize and begin to diffuse away from the point of illumination.
Since the region of the diamond surrounding the parked beam has been initialized into 𝑁𝑉 − ,
diffusing holes can approach and be captured by an 𝑁𝑉 − converting it to 𝑁𝑉 0 (the dark state). This
capture process is evidenced by the dark ring-shaped feature or ‘halo’ surrounding the parked beam.
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If the converse process were equally likely i.e., the recombination of 𝑁𝑉 0 to 𝑁𝑉 − by electron
capture, such a feature would not arise. Further, modeling of carrier diffusion along with master
equations that describe the rates of capture processes have shown that the data is well represented
when the electron capture cross section for 𝑁𝑉 0 is essentially zero (see Chapter 4). In this way, the
𝑁𝑉 − may be used as a charge sensor that can track the propagation of holes. Another experiment
demonstrating the effects of strong red illumination on the 𝑁𝑉 − population is shown in Fig. 6b. The
diamond is initialized in the same manner but instead of parking a green laser at the center of the
region we park a 630nm laser. The low PL in the center of the park demonstrates the charge
conversion of 𝑁𝑉 − → 𝑁𝑉 0 and a lack of a bright halo of increased 𝑁𝑉 − density near the point of
illumination reconfirms the observation that the NV does not capture electrons.
1.7 The SiV in Diamond
The majority of work presented here is concerning the NV center, so this section will be kept
brief and further details of the SiV will be presented as necessary in later chapters. Like the NV, the
SiV is known to exist in at least two stable charge states, the neutral 𝑆𝑖𝑉 0 and negatively charged
1

𝑆𝑖𝑉 − . The 𝑆𝑖𝑉 − is a spin 2 system that has a very narrow ZPL at 737nm and a small PSB (14).
While the apparent lack of a PSB makes the SiV a good candidate for a single photon source and, by
extension, a promising candidate as a hybrid optical-solid state qubit (28), strong phonon coupling
to the SiV orbital momentum induces spin mixing that rapidly decoheres the spin, yielding 𝑇2 times
of tens to hundreds of nanoseconds even at liquid helium temperatures. Though its spin properties
are tenuous the SiV can still be used as a charge trap similar to the 𝑁𝑉 − .
1.8 Optical Charge State Dynamics of the SiV Center and Charge Readout
The 𝑆𝑖𝑉 − may be ionized via absorption of a 530nm photon and the creation of a free
electron. 𝑆𝑖𝑉 − ionization is known to be a single photon process (14) due to its linear growth in the
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laser power, and unlike the NV center, a green laser cannot recombine the 𝑆𝑖𝑉 0 (a red laser will

Fig. 7: Schematic of a confocal microscope. Lasers are launched into the setup through a fiber
coupler and are optically switched on and off with either an acousto-optic modulator (AOM) or by
directly switching the feed current to the laser diode. DM stands for ‘dichroic mirror’ – an optical
element that acts as a reflecting filter for all light below the cutoff wavelength (𝜆 < 650𝑛𝑚). A
fast scanning galvanometer (‘galvo’) gives us (x,y) control of the position of the beam spot on the
sample and we use either air and oil immersion objectives depending on the experiment. Air
objectives have an NA of 0.4-0.7 and the oil immersion objective used has an NA of 1.3. Diamond
samples are mounted on translation stages for gross adjustment and a piezo actuator active
feedback loop is used to monitor and adjust the depth of focus of the beam waist on the sample.
‘SPCM’ stands for single photon counting module and ‘BP Filters’ are bandpass optical filters that
may be exchanged depending on the target defect.

induce the same charge dynamics as a green laser for SiVs). Yet, the SiV charge state can be
modulated by the capture of a free electron from the CB. For example, one may charge cycle an NV
center (by illumination with green light) that is near an SiV and the silicon vacancy center will
selectively capture electrons converting it to 𝑆𝑖𝑉 − but both charge states of the SiV appear to be
relatively uninvolved in the process of hole capture (14). This allows the SiV to act as a
complimentary charge sensor to the NV such that electron capture processes may be tracked using
the SiV while the NV is a sensor for propagating holes.
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1.9 Confocal Microscope and Experimental Overview
Fig. 7 shows a schematic of a typical confocal microscope used in this thesis. While data
gathered herein was taken from several different confocal setups, they each share similarities in
structure. The hallmark of confocal microscopy is spatial filtering of the gathered light through a
pinhole placed at a focal plane that is optically conjugate to the focus plane on the sample. Thus,
light is spatially filtered before it is examined which significantly reduces the number of photons
gathered but greatly increases the resolution and contrast of the microscope. By filling the back
aperture of the objective lens with a collimated laser (i.e., ensuring that the laser beam impinging on
the back aperture has a larger radius than the aperture itself) we focus the beam to a diffraction
𝜆

limited spot size, given by 1.22 𝑁𝐴 (when the Airy disk criterion is used to define the spot size) (19).
For the laser wavelengths and NAs used in our experiments, 1𝜇𝑚 is typically a good approximation
for the spot size, though use of an oil immersion lens (𝑁𝐴 = 1.7) yields a spot size of several
hundred nm (depending on wavelength).
Timing control of the light pulses is achieved either by rapidly switching an acousto-optic
modulator (AOM) or by directly switching the laser diode current. Logic pulses are generated by a
PulseBlaster PCI card in the control PC with a minimum pulse duration of about 5ns and a rise time
of a couple nanoseconds. When AOMs are used, it is beneficial to install them in the ‘double pass’
configuration for maximum depth of attenuation. Since most AOM drivers (essentially a combined
local oscillator and rf amplifier) do not attenuate their signal to zero in the ‘OFF’ state, small
leakages of light can exist even when the AOM is switched off. Double passing an AOM will

Fig. 8: Bloch representation of the spin state of an NV center that has been charge and spin initialized into the bright
state (Northern Pole). Application of a rf pulse will cause the vector to rotate, and the power and duration of the
greatly
reduce this bleed through and is necessary, e.g., when 𝜋performing charge state experiments
pulse controls the degree of rotation – rotations corresponding to 𝜋 and are shown graphically. The data below
2

shows a Rabi oscillation induced by the application of rf pulses to the NV. The Normalized Contrast ℂ = 2(𝐼0 −
because
even a few 𝑛𝑊 of laser light can ionize or recombine a defect given a long enough
𝐼±1 )/(𝐼0 + 𝐼±1 ) is plotted versus the rf pulse length where 𝐼0 , 𝐼±1 represent the intensity of light collected in the
bright and dark states, respectively. The high fluorescence level corresponds to the bright state and the low
exposure
time.
fluorescence
level corresponds to the dark state.
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PL that is emitted from the sample propagates back through the optical path (broad, faint red
trace in Fig. 7) and is collected in a fiber optic (either single mode or multi-mode depending on the
experiment) and passed to a single photon counting module (‘SPCM’, Perkin Elmer). The SPCM
has a dark count of a few kilo counts (kC) and its behavior starts to become non-linear above
~15𝑀𝐶. Typical count rates for ensembles of NV centers under green illumination (~100𝜇𝑊) will
generally be in the millions of counts, while emission from a single NV using an oil immersion lens
will typically yield 50-100kC.
Radiofrequency System
The NV center may serve as a qubit because its spin state is relatively protected from
phonon mixing (even at 300𝐾) and the energy splitting in its ground state is only a few gigahertz, in
the rf range. The spin Hamiltonian for an 𝑁𝑉 − with zero strain field and an externally applied
magnetic field (𝑩) is given by 𝐻𝑆 = ℏ𝐷𝑔𝑠 𝑆𝑧2 + ℏ𝛾𝑩 ∙ 𝑺 where 𝐷𝑔𝑠 is the crystal field splitting of the
ground state (2.87𝐺𝐻𝑧), 𝛾 is the gyromagnetic ratio of the NV (𝛾 = 2.80

𝑀𝐻𝑧
𝐺

) and 𝑺 is the

electronic spin operator (5). In the case of zero applied field and zero strain, the Hamiltonian

Rf

Fig. 9: Mounted diamond sample (dashed blue square to guide the eye) underneath a copper loop antenna (wire
thickness of 50um) of approximately 1mm radius. The rf pulses are sourced by a MiniCircuits amplifier and a
fast switch controlled by TTL signals is used to gate the amplifier on and off. A 50𝛺 load terminates the antenna
and prevents reflections and the buildup of spurious voltage signals in the system.
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reduces to a pseudo two level system with the 𝑚𝑠 = ±1 projections being degenerate in energy. Fig.
8 shows a drawing which represents the state of the system as a vector on the Bloch sphere with the
bright (𝑚𝑠 = 0) state mapped to the north pole of the sphere and the dark state mapped to the south.
Then, manipulation of the state is represented in terms of the phase change induced by the applied rf
pulse with the coordinate 𝜃 typically representing the polar angle and 𝜑 the azimuthal angle. For
example, a ‘𝜋 pulse’ will cause the state of the spin to rotate through 𝜃 = 180°, so if one initialized
the NV into the bright state, a 𝜋 pulse will rotate the vector to the dark state. The Rabi oscillations
shown in the bottom pane of Fig. 8 are evidence of the control of a quantum system – application of
a rf pulse allows one to put the qubit NV into any arbitrary combination of the dark and bright states
with the most general state represented by 𝛼|𝑚𝑠 = 0⟩ + 𝛽|𝑚𝑠 = ±1⟩, where 𝛼, 𝛽 are complex
coefficients that must fulfill the normalization requirement |𝛼|2 + |𝛽|2 = 1. In the context of qubits,
‘coherence’ refers to the predictable initialization and evolution of the coefficients 𝛼 and 𝛽.
Antenna Geometry
Radiofrequency (rf) pulses used to manipulate the spin state of the NV center may be
delivered to the sample through various antenna geometries. Principal in consideration is the
tolerance for inhomogeneities in the applied field since control pulses that rotate the spin state of the
defect will change in magnitude with distance from the antenna. For single NV centers one may use
a simple wire terminated with a 50𝛺 load since field inhomogeneities across a single defect will
likely be negligible. For ensemble measurements with a larger spatial extent, inhomogeneities in the
applied rf field generated by a straight wire can cause rapid decay of a Rabi oscillation and will lead
to suboptimal control of the qubit state. In this case one may opt to use a loop geometry (Fig. 9). A
loop antenna has the advantages of both increased field homogeneity as well as increased rf power
density.
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2. DC Field Transport and Space Charge Effects in Diamond
Though the NV center is a promising qubit, challenges both fundamental and technical must
be resolved if it is to become central to the quantum information program. Primarily these
challenges involve the entanglement of multiple NV centers since photonic avenues are difficult to
implement in the case of the NV. This is due to its relatively poor Debye Waller factor (DWF) of a
few percent, depending on the type and composition of the diamond (micro, nano or bulk crystal)
and crystal temperature (29). A low DWF (see Fig. 2) implies that the emission from the NV will be
very broadly distributed throughout its PSB, and so optically coherent transmission of entanglement
from an NV center to another qubit is a very low fidelity operation. One possibility for overcoming
this challenge is using one of the electrons from the 𝑁𝑉 − as a flying qubit (1). For example, if the
process of ionization of the 𝑁𝑉 − → 𝑁𝑉 0 preserves the spin of the electron (or hole) as it transitions
to the CB (VB), then the state of the host NV can be transmitted through real space via the transport
of a charge carrier. The carrier may then be captured by an NV (or, an ancillary defect) and its state
read out. While carrier transport in semiconductors has been studied for decades the crystal
environment is very complex and diamond is a relatively recent addition to the field that has been

a)

b)

Fig. 10: a) A schematic of the confocal and sample setup – gold areas are electrodes (see below for details) on
the surface of the diamond (type IIb, hosting ~1𝑝𝑝𝑚 NVs). b) A cross section of a COMSOL Multipysics
simulation showing the electric field profile of the diamond. Near the surface but far from the electrodes the
field is relatively homogenous.
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dominated by studies of silicon (30, 31, 32).
This chapter will describe experiments designed to use the NV center as a sensor for the
propagation of free carriers in a bulk diamond under zero field, DC and time dependent electrical
field sequences. We find that we are able to manipulate the propagation of holes by application of
external electrical fields and map out their propagation via the chromatic switching of 𝑁𝑉 − defects.
What is more, we produce space charge fields by trapping of carriers in NV centers and
substitutional nitrogen defects (known as ‘P1’ centers after their spectroscopic line) that can become
as large as the applied fields. These induced space charge fields have a dramatic effect on the future
transport behavior, even leading to the apparent channeling of holes into narrow regions of the bulk
crystal.
Fig. 10 shows a schematic of the experimental setup. We use photolithography techniques to
deposit Cr electrodes on the surface of a synthetic diamond that is known to host about one part per
million NV centers. We control the applied field using a home built fast switch based on a high
voltage transistor and generate a voltage with a variable power supply. We use two lasers at 520nm
and 594nm for charge state initialization/reset/generating free carriers and for reading out the charge
state, respectively. The galvo (see previous chapter) is used to scan the readout beam across the
sample at a depth of approximately 10um below the diamond surface
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2.1 Charge Transport and Capture
At ambient conditions free charge carriers in diamond undergo many electron-phonon scattering
events (several per nano second) compared to the time of propagation (tens of nano seconds). This
decoheres the carriers and allows one to treat them as classically diffusing charged particles.
Further, if the energies gained by the carrier does not take them far away from the minimum of the
CB (or VB), they may be shown to obey an essentially Newtonian equation of motion (see Chapter
5). Thus, the application of an

external electric field will

cause a drifting of electrons and
a rate proportional to the strength of
the field. Fig. 11 shows the result of
the following experimental
procedure: we raster scan a strong
green laser across the sample area in
order to charge initialize the NV to
the negative charge state, then we
park that same beam at the center of
the scan (the edges of the electrodes
can be seen as orange, high PL areas
on the scan). The ensemble of NV
centers in the parked beam will
continuously ionize and recombine,

holes in opposite directions at
Fig. 11: The confocal scans
reveal the capture and charge
conversion of NV centers.
Under zero applied field
carriers diffuse away from the
green park and isotropically
convert some fraction of the
the surrounding NVpopulation to the neutral
(dark) charge state as seen in
the dark halo generated near
the site of the park. As the
applied voltage is increased
the distribution becomes
asymmetric, showing the
propagation of holes to the
right (electron propagation is
not measured since NV centers
do not appear to capture
electrons). Below is the
sequence used in the
experiment – initialization
scans are represented by the
zig-zag green pulse, park is the
green block and the grey
pulses indicate various DC
applied voltage levels.
Readout scan is in orange. 𝑡𝑝
is the park time.

generating a free electron and hole each time they cycle through the
process. We see that the application of an electrical field causes the
free holes to diffuse against the field lines and subsequently be captured in the NV- rich area
surrounding the park. In this way, we use the NV- as a spatially distributed charge sensor, capable
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of tracking the propagation of free carriers in real space. Though, as discussed previously, transport
phenomena are generally difficult to characterize in samples with unknown defect concentrations so
to interpret our results we turn to a set of differential rate equations that describe the drift (induced
by the external field) and stochastic diffusion of the holes and electrons away from the point of the
green park. Further, we model the stochastic capture of free carriers with a second set of coupled
equations and incorporate the effects of space charge fields on the dynamics. Since the
concentration of NV centers is typically much smaller than the concentration of P1 centers
(~1%, see Chapter 1) that are known to exist in (stable) neutral and positive charge configurations
we assume that they dominate any space charge fields that may arise due to carrier capture – i.e., a
neutral P1 center may capture a hole from the VB and convert its charge state.
2.2 Modeling Carrier Transport and Capture
We model charge carrier dynamics by means of a set of drift diffusion equations (DDE). The DDE
may be derived, for example, by examining the first velocity moment of the Boltzmann Transport
equation (33) and phenomenologically includes two types of dynamical terms: one type is
proportional to the carrier mobility and the electrical field felt by the carrier (drift) and a second
term that is proportional to the density gradient of carriers (diffusion). We write the DDE and rate
equations as,

and,
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where 𝑛(𝒓, 𝑡) and 𝑝(𝒓, 𝑡) are the density of electrons and holes, respectively, 𝐷𝑛 and 𝐷𝑝 are the
diffusion coefficient of the two carrier species, and 𝜇𝑛 and 𝜇𝑝 are the carrier mobilities. 𝐸𝑥 is the
magnitude of the electrical field at the location of the carrier (taken to be constant across the gap in
the electrodes, see Fig. 10) and 𝑬𝑺𝑪 is the space charge field generated by carriers that have been
captured at charge traps. 𝜗−/0 are the photo ionization and recombination rates of the NV,
respectively. 𝑄− (𝒓, 𝑡) and 𝑄(𝒓, 𝑡) are the density of negative and neutral NV centers and 𝑃+ (𝒓, 𝑡),
𝑃0 (𝒓, 𝑡) are the concentrations of P1 centers in either the positive or neutral charge state. 𝜅𝑝/𝑛 is the
hole/electron capture cross section for the NV- and NV0 – our data is best represented when 𝜅𝑛 =
0, bolstering the observation that the electron capture cross section of the neutral NV center is
vanishingly small. To describe the effects of the space charge field, consider Maxwell’s first
𝜌

equation (in vacuum), ∇ ∙ 𝑬 = 𝜀 which relates the local charge density to a spatial derivative of the
0

electric field at that point. We simplify our simulation by using a nearest neighbor approximation
such that the space charge is proportional to the gradient of the P1 concentration at each point and
solve them using a finite element method in Matlab’s PDE Toolbox. Similarly, we describe the
charge state conversion of the NV and P1 populations using the expressions, where terms are
defined as above, and we further impose that total charge is conserved (once green illumination has
ceased).
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Solving the set of equations above, we model the dynamics of our experiment and compare the
two qualitatively. Fig. 12a shows the results of the simulation for various applied electrical fields
without and with space charge taken into account (the lower right panel with the indicator ‘+SC’
includes space charge effects). In the case of zero applied field, we see the dark halo reproduced by
the isotopically diffusing carriers. As the field strength is increased, we see a narrow jet-like pattern
start to form indicating that there is little lateral diffusion of holes that are being captured by the
NV- sensors. This behavior is a drastic qualitative departure from the patterns observed in Fig. 11 so
we argue that space charge effects, even in the case of simple application of a DC electrical field,
play a key role in the carrier dynamics. Indeed, when the effects of space charge are included in the
simulation, we see a broadening of the NV0 pattern that can be understood by way of Fig. 12b. Free
electrons and holes are being generated by the 520nm laser park and the electric field separates them
according to their charge. The carriers drift-diffuse away from the point of illumination and some of

Fig. 12 a) Results of a finite element analysis of the charge dynamics of the NV and P1 centers. The concentration of
P1 (and NVs) are taken to be 0.25ppm (2.5ppb) and the beam waist at the sample is set to 1um. b) Cartoon showing
the mechanism of pattern broadening observed in the experiment due to space charge buildup.

the are captured by P1 centers, generating a polarized space charge field that repels carriers of the
like species producing a broadening of the pattern (though we do not detect the electron propagation
in this experiment).
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2.3 Carrier Guiding and Channeling via Space Charge Fields
To further gauge the impact of space charge effects on carrier propagation, we implement the
pulse sequence shown in Fig. 13. Essentially the goal is to use a green pulse concurrently with an
applied electric field to generate a space charge field, then turn off the external field, generate a
second bunch of carriers and then image the resulting pattern. Surprisingly, we find that this pulse
sequence leads to a narrow, bi-directional channeling of holes at higher applied fields. We explain
this behavior via Fig. 12b – the first park concurrent with an electric field pulse generates a
polarized space charge field. The carriers generated during the second park are then repelled by the
frozen-in space charge field, so carriers excited during the (𝑛 + 1) cycle of the protocol propagate
in a direction opposite to the drift in the 𝑛𝑡ℎ cycle, yielding a bi-directional NV0 pattern. What is
more, the space charge field is likely (at least partially) to be neutralized by the second park pulse
(since the P1 center likely dominates the space charge field and it can capture electrons or holes

Fig. 13 a) Shows the pulse sequence used with 𝑡𝑃1 = 1𝑚𝑠 and 𝑡𝑃2 = 1𝑚𝑠 and 𝑡̃𝑃 = 60𝑠 = 𝑛( 𝑡𝑃1 +
𝑡𝑃2 ) along with differential fluorescence scans of the diamond; n is the integer number of repetitions of
the bracketed sequence. At high applied voltages the dark NV0 pattern becomes narrowly channeled by
space charge effects. b) Shows the result of performing the same experimental protocol in a) but with
𝑡𝑃2 = 10𝜇𝑠 and without the second laser pulse, i.e., 𝑡𝑃2 = 0.
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depending on its initial charge state) so the carriers may propagate farther, reducing the width of the
fluorescence distribution. Fig. 13b shows the resulting fluorescence pattern when the second park
has been shortened from 1ms to 10us and the case where it has been eliminated from the sequence.
For a 10us second park, we find that a one directional jet pattern emerges which suggests that there
are effects at play other than the local space charge field.
We further modify the pulse sequence in the following way: we first use a protocol from Fig.
13a to generate a space charge profile that channels holes into a narrow jet. We then read out the PL
pattern with a weak orange scan, then park a high power (3mW) 520nm laser to generate a large
flux of free carriers, then finally we read out the resulting differential fluorescence. Fig. 14b shows
the pulse sequence and the results of this experiment. Note that not only is there a dark NV0 rich
region on the left boundary of the PL image in Fig. 14b but the NV- population has increased in
apparently equal proportions on either side of the illumination spot. We see that there is an
asymmetric hole dynamic at play while another mechanism is apparently preferentially converting
NV centers into their bright state. Further work is needed to understand this behavior since we have
not detected the capture of electrons by NV- under any other conditions.
Fig. 14c shows yet another experiment that reveals a large magnitude space charge field that
can act tens of microns away from its source. The sequence uses a simple preparation scan with a
green laser and then a strong green park with an applied voltage at location (i) and then a second
green park (no voltage) at a location (ii) on the diamond separated by ~50𝜇𝑚 from the original
park. We find that the polarization of the space charge field generates a frozen in field that drives
holes away from the region of positive charge, as evidenced by the distortion of the second halo at
location (ii). While it is likely that the observed behavior can be explained by the capture of charge
carriers by the P1 center, it is also possible that interface states formed between the Cr electrodes
and the diamond surface may act as charge traps. The charge carrier channeling revealed by these
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experiments holds compelling potential applications for the flying qubit bus scheme – if static space
charges alone can be engineered to confine and guide carriers towards a target qubit system, the
technical overhead of such a device would be radically reduced. Still, the spatial confinement we
measure here is on the order of tens of microns, while the physical size of a defect is on the scale of
a nanometer. It is feasible however, that achieving channeling down to the single micron level may
be accomplished using space charges, which would greatly enhance the capture probability of a
charge carrier. Work attempting to identify the precise nature of these space charge effects is
ongoing.

Fig. 14 Probing local and remote space charge fields. a) Pulse sequence where 𝐹1 and 𝐹2 are the fluorescence images
after the first orange scan and after the second scan, respectively; 𝑡̃𝑃 = 10𝑠. b) Differential fluorescence image
𝛿𝐹 ′ = 𝐹2 − 𝐹1 with use of the sequence from a) setting 𝑡𝑃1 = 𝑡𝑃2 = 1𝑚𝑠 with 𝑛 = 5,000 repetitions. c) 𝑁𝑉 −
fluorescence (no background subtraction) after a long park at location (i) with the applied voltage set to 420V and a
subsequent park (with 𝑉 = 0𝑉) that exposes the long-range effects of the space charge field.
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3. SCC as a Carrier Source Filter and Classical Ancilla Memories
The previous chapter highlighted the capacity to manipulate the trajectories of carriers using
external DC fields and space charge effects as well as the use of the NV center as a probe for free
holes. The program of bussing quantum information between defects, however, requires not only
control of the dynamics of a carrier once it has been ionized, but also verifying that the source of the
carriers is controllable. That is, background defects occupying the beam spot may also eject carriers
and reduce the fidelity of the state transfer process. The source of the captured carriers will be
addressed in this section, and the use of SCC (see chapter 2) is demonstrated to be a good ‘filter’ for
free carriers. Further, since the charge states of ancillary defects are stable in the absence of
illumination their selective charge capture properties can be used as memories as well – this
technique we term ancilla-assisted integrated detection (AID). The use of the NV center as a
classical bit has been explored in (9) where optical patterning by means of a scanned laser was used

Fig. 15: Sketch of the experimental procedure. An NV center (or ensemble of NV centers) serves as the
qubit and the surrounding color centers serve as the classical spin memories. The spin state of the NV is
initialized and manipulated then a SCC pulse selectively ionizes the defect depending on the spin state.
Carriers generated in the SCC process are captured in the surrounding defects (outlined, blue defects have
captured a carrier) and the PL level of these memories is read out by raster scan.

to write images into bulk diamond. We extend that work here by demonstrating that the NV and SiV
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defects in diamond can be used not only as classical bits for charge information, but for spin
information as well (see Fig. 15).
Essentially, this method relies on the charge capture selectivity of the NV and SiV defects as
well as an experimental technique that allows one to map the spin state onto the charge state of a
defect - spin to charge conversion (SCC) (see Chapter 1 for an introduction). This technique allows
one to perform a spin manipulation on an 𝑁𝑉 − qubit and then selectively ionize it depending on its
spin state. In typical SCC experiments the ionized carrier is discarded, and the charge state of the
qubit NV is interrogated with a low power laser that is unlikely to cause ionization or
recombination, e.g. 600nm. Here, we utilize the surrounding ancillary defects as classical spin
memories in which we store a spin signal that is proportional to the number of charges that have
been ionized from the qubit NV defects. This technique has several potential advantages over
standard optical sensing (SOS) since the number of photons collected from the memory defects is
not bound by the short readout window for optical sensing (~300𝑛𝑠) and unlike standard SCC a
spin signal can be integrated by repetitive cycles of SCC and then all memory defects read out
simultaneously, essentially compressing the readout time to a single measurement (e.g. by wide
field illumination and readout) instead of several, averaged measurements. We construct the
differential fluorescence signal (Fig. 16) that is proportional to the spin state of the ensemble NVs
by taking several data sets. We read out the SiV memories with a red raster scan (2mW) in the
absence of rf manipulation of the NV centers – this scan serves as a baseline fluorescence map and
is used to subtract out any PL anomalies that may arise from systematic errors in the microscope
(e.g., sample tilt, optical misalignment, etc.). We then repeat the measurement with the rf pulse both
on and off resonance – in this case, the power and duration of the rf is set to induce 𝜋 rotation which
generates the maximum possible spin contrast and therefore the maximum PL contrast in the SiV
memories.
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3.1 Basic Experimental Results
We first present data taken with a diamond that hosts both NV and SiV defects (see below for
sample details). In this iteration of the experiment the SiVs are used as spin memories since the
𝑆𝑖𝑉 0 may capture an electron, converting to the bright 𝑆𝑖𝑉 − state; several NVs serve as the qubit
ensemble. The experimental procedure is displayed in Fig. 16. First, the charge state of the diamond
is prepared with a strong green scan of 520nm light. This scan, covering an area of approximately
40𝜇𝑚 × 40𝜇𝑚, will initialize the NVs preferentially into the negative charge state as well as
generate free holes and electrons as the NVs are charge cycled. Green illumination will also locally
convert SiVs to the neutral charge state – i.e., SiVs within the beam spot are neutralized. Free
electrons generated by NVs are then captured by the surrounding SiVs and initialized into their
bright state, 𝑆𝑖𝑉 − . This means that after the initial green scan the defect environment is
preferentially put into the negative charge state and then a red laser can be used to neutralize the

Fig. 16: Basic experimental results. The data in (i) is taken with the MW pulse tuned to the NV crystal field
transition (2.87GHz) and the data in (ii) is taken with the MW pulse detuned to 2.84GHz. Each data set is
background subtracted with a PL scan that is identical but with the MW signal blanked. This procedure reveals
a differential charge signal in the surrounding memories which manifests as a dark ring centered on the NV
qubit ensemble. Below is the pulse sequence used to generate the above data. The pi pulse and optical SCC
pulse are 100ns.
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environment placing all defects into their dark state. This initialization procedure essentially ‘clears’
the SiV memories, readying them to capture carriers from the qubit NV ensemble. NV centers at the
center of the scan are initialized by a 3mW, 520nm green laser concurrently with a high power
(20mW) 630nm laser. The green laser serves two functions – to locally charge initialize the qubit
NV ensemble into the negative charge state and spin initialized it to the 𝑚𝑠 = 0 spin state. The red
laser facilitates the SCC process, as an electron in the 𝑚𝑠 = ±1 state will be preferentially shelved
in the triplet state (see Chapter 1) and protected from ionization while the bright spin state is likely
to be ionized, generating a free electron. Some fraction of the ionized electrons from the NV
ensemble will be captured by surrounding SiVs converting them to the bright state and forming an
integrated spin signal. The next section will discuss the experimental procedures used to optimize

Fig. 17: 〈𝛿ℱ〉 is defined as the integrated differential fluorescence where 𝛿ℱ = ℱ𝑜𝑛 − ℱ𝑜𝑓𝑓 referring to the
𝑆𝑖𝑉
MW signal being on or off resonance and ℂ𝐴𝐼𝐷
(%) is the percent contrast for the AID technique using SiVs
as the spin memories.

the spin contrast extracted from the PL signal.
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3.2 Extraction of Spin Signal from Memory Defect PL
The presence of a dark ring in the differential PL scan indicates that more SiV traps are being
charge converted when the qubit NVs are in their bright spin state, so the spin information is
encoded in the PL contrast in the region containing
this ring. We then define variables suitable to
describing the integrated PL for this ring – we
assume cylindrical symmetry of the charge
distribution and use the polar coordinates (𝑟𝑖 , 𝜑𝑗 ) to
describe positions in the PL scan plane with indices
indicating a specific value of the variable. We
further define the integrated PL signal as
〈ℱ〉(𝑟𝑖 , 𝜈) = ∑𝑗 ℱ(𝜑𝑗 , 𝑟𝑖 , 𝜈) over all angles 𝜑𝑗 for
concentric 1um wide rings of increasing radii 𝑟𝑖 ;
here, 𝜈 is the MW frequency, either on or off
resonance with the NV ensemble. We may then
define a contrast as ℂ = 2(𝐼𝑜𝑛 − 𝐼𝑜𝑓𝑓 )/(𝐼𝑜𝑛 +
𝐼𝑜𝑓𝑓 ) , where 𝐼(𝜈) = ∑𝑖〈ℱ〉(𝑟𝑖 , 𝜈) =

Fig. 18: Panels (d), (e) and (f) show the differential
PL, contrast and SNR respectively. Conditions are
as in Fig. 17.

∑𝑖 ∑𝑗 ℱ(𝜑𝑗 , 𝑟𝑖 , 𝜈). With these definitions, it is
possible to experimentally optimize the readout scheme such that the regions of maximal PL
contrast (and, therefore, maximum spin contrast).We first optimize the radial variable 𝑟𝑖 by
integrating the PL from a readout scan (such as the last frame on the right in Fig. 16a) by taking the
smallest pixel size available (so the width of the readout scan is 𝑤 = 1𝜇𝑚) and varying the radial
coordinate (over all angles). Fig. 17 shows the results of this experiment. These experiments hold all
other parameters constant, and optimization of the width of the readout ring (𝑤) and the readout
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power will be discussed later. We find the optimal PL contrast around 𝑟~13𝜇𝑚 so we choose this
radial distance and then optimize the scan width of the ring, 𝑤. We note that the location of the
maximal contrast will depend somewhat on the density of defects in the diamond as well as the
power of the SCC laser and readout lasers so this procedure must be carried out for any new
diamond sample. Optimization of the width of the integration region is shown in Fig. 18. We set the
radius to the optimal value found in Fig. 17, and then vary the width of the readout ring. The
differential PL for the MW on resonance starts at a high level and monotonically decreases, while
the contrast has a small dip at 3um and increases thereafter. We calculate the signal to noise ratio by
digitally examining the variance in the PL scan and find that the optimal signal to noise ratio (SNR)
is achieved for a ring width of ~5𝜇𝑚. With the geometric parameter optimization described, we
also investigate the behavior of the spin signal under variable SCC pulse sequence repetitions which
amounts to a variable SCC integration time, with the integration time being proportional to the
number of free carriers generated and therefore captured in the ancilla memories. Fig. 19 shows the
data for a variable number of SCC pulse sequences. Specifically, the total integration time is defined
as 𝑛𝑡𝐴 = 𝑛(𝑡𝑆𝐶𝐶 + 𝑡𝑀𝑊 + 𝑡𝑒 ) where 𝑡𝑀𝑊 = 𝑡𝑆𝐶𝐶 = 100𝑛𝑠 and 𝑡𝑒 = 1𝜇𝑠 is a wait time between
each repetition of the pulse sequence. While the area of PL contrast expands in radius for a large
number of repetitions (Fig. 19b, 2000ms pane) we find that the SNR tends to saturate (again,
varying 𝑟 and 𝑤 to find the optimum) for integration times ≥ 250𝑚𝑠. In each case the optimal
width is close to 5𝜇𝑚. Finally, we optimize the readout laser power by increasing it from 1mW to
more than 4mW until we see the SNR ratio reduce. We carry out similar procedures for optimizing
the integration geometry for varying readout powers (Fig. 20) and find a reduction in SNR above
3mW. In the next section we will present data taken using the AID method to perform quantum
manipulations on the ensemble NVs at the center of the charge memory region, performing AIDODMR, generating Rabi Oscillations in the NV state, as well as generating a spin echo signal all
using the SiV as a classical spin memory.
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Fig. 19: a) Pulse sequence used. The 520nm laser power is 2mW; the red laser power is 2mW for the initialization
scan and 21mW for the SCC pulse. The time required for readout and initialization is 40s using a readout time of
0.5ms per pixel.
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Fig. 20: Data showing optimization of readout laser power. (a) Pulse sequence with a one second integration time
and 1ms readout time per pixel – other conditions are as in Fig. 19. (b) Differential PL for varying readout powers as
indicated in (c).
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3.3 Quantum Manipulation and Subsequent Readout using the AID Technique
Fig. 21 shows results

(a)

demonstrating the coherent manipulation
of the NV ensemble at the center of the
readout area. The pulse sequence
initializes the system as above, but instead
of inducing a pi rotation of the spin state,
the degree of rotation is varied by
changing the duration of the MW pulse
bringing the system from the bright to the
dark state several times. Fig. 21b shows
the differential SiV fluorescence 𝛿𝐼(𝜈0 ) =
𝐼𝑜𝑛 − 𝐼𝑜𝑓𝑓 as a function of integration
time. The drop in the differential
fluorescence indicates that a larger
integration time generates more free
carriers, as expected. Fig.21c shows Rabi
oscillations read out with both the SiVAID method as well as with standard SOS
performed on the same ensemble. Note

Fig. 21: (a) Pulse sequenced used to induce Rabi oscillations in
the ensemble NVs. The MW pulse before the SCC is varied in
duration - ‘Pulse width (ns)’ on the time axis of the data in (c).
(b) The on resonance SiV-AID signal defined as 𝛿𝐼(𝜈0 ) where
𝜈0 = 2.87𝐺𝐻𝑧, as a function of integration time, defined as
above.

that while the contrast achieved with the AID technique is less than that for the standard sensing
method, the overall sensitivity of the AID technique has potential to surpass it (see below).
Next, we manipulate the NV spins using a spin echo sequence shown in Fig.22. A spin echo
is often used to measure the coherence time of the NV center (𝑇2 ) and relies on the time reversal of
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the Hamiltonian that describes the perturbing fields that are causing the target spin to decohere.
𝜋

Briefly, a spin echo uses a 2 pulse to place the state of the spin onto the equator of the Bloch Spere
(Fig. 22c) representing a linear combination of the bright and dark states. These states are sensitive
to magnetic fields generated by the environment (e.g., paramagnetic defects like 𝐶 13 atoms or P1
centers (34, 35)) and will cause the spin to precess with an uncontrolled manner. If, however, the
magnetic noise originating in the environment is relatively stable on a time scale longer than the
time required to manipulate the spin (hundreds of nanoseconds) the uncontrolled precession induced
during the first free evolution time 𝜏1 may be ‘refocused’ by applying a 𝜋 pi pulse to flip the spin to
the opposite point on the equator of the Bloch Sphere. Since we require that the magnetic noise in
the environment has not changed appreciably, the environment will induce precession in the spin
that will exactly cancel out the precession induced during 𝜏1 providing that 𝜏2 is chosen such that
𝜋

the when the state is projected back onto the measurement axis (via the 2nd 2 pulse), the precession
induced during both free evolution periods is reversed. This canceling of precession is manifest as
an increase in the spin contrast of the system, and therefore, an increase in the charge contrast in the
ancilla charge traps. Fig. 22b shows the results of application of the sequence in a) where we have
swept the duration of the second free evolution period. Once again, the contrast achieved is less than
that obtained with the standard method, but the experimental conditions under which these data
were taken is far from optimal.
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3.4 NV-AID
We also demonstrate the use of the AID technique but by shifting the spectral readout
window to detect NV PL as opposed to SiV. Since the negative charge state of the NV center can
capture a hole and convert to the ‘dark’ neutral state, the NV ensemble surrounding the qubit NVs
can serve as the spin memories. Fig. 23 shows the pulse sequence and data resulting from these
experiments. We use a similar pulse protocol to initialize the system, but do not scan the area with
the red beam since this would convert the bright NVs to the dark state and we generate an ODMR
spectrum that is read out by integrating the PL from the surrounding NVs. We note that since the
conversion of 𝑁𝑉 − → 𝑁𝑉 0 causes a reduction in the surrounding PL we will observe the reverse
trend in the ancilla memories compared to the case of SiV-AID (since 𝑆𝑖𝑉 − is the bright state).
Fig.23b shows a dark halo forming around the point of illumination, indicating that free holes
generated during the SCC process are being captured. The ODMR spectrum obtained with both the
SOS and NV-AID protocols are plotted in Fig.23f and as expected, the change in contrast is positive
when the MW is on resonance with the NV crystal field transition. This indicates that fewer ancilla

Fig. 22 (a) Sequence for inducing a spin echo (b) Data showing results of the application of the sequence
in (a) using both the AID and SOS techniques.

memories are being charge converted when the microwave has rotated the spin to the relatively
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protected 𝑚𝑠 = ±1 state where it may be shelved into the singlet via the intersystem crossing (see
Chapter 1). If the NV spin is not rotated away from its initial state (𝑚𝑠 = 0) the electron may be
ionized and recombined by the bi-chromatic SCC pulse, generating both holes and electrons (though
the NV is essentially transparent to electron capture).

Fig. 23 Experimental sequence for NV aid and results. (a) Pulse sequence used for NV-AID. (b) PL readout of
the area surrounding the site of NV AID – white circles indicate the point of illumination and the approximate
boundary of the integration region. (c) NV AID with MW on and off resonance. (d) Differential counts as a function
of ring radius. (e) Differential counts as a function of integration time. (f) ODMR spectra using AID and SOS.

In this chapter, we have demonstrated the successful source filtering of freely diffusing
charge carriers and further shown that the spin state of a qubit ensemble may be stored in ancilla
charge registers. In the next chapter, we extend these ideas to precision engineered samples and
show defect transport and filtering on the single defect level.
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4. Charge Carrier Transport Between Individual Color Centers
Ensemble, charge transport experiments, such as those presented thus far, have the
advantage of large signals (since there are many defects interrogated at once) and are technically
convenient because they do not require extensive sample engineering. Though such experiments
often rely on samples that are likely have unknown defect dopants and are unsuitable for
applications requiring precise control over the source and state of free carriers generated during
ionization. In this chapter we detail the observation of diffusive charge carrier transport between
individual color centers in diamond and, using these results, measure a huge hole-𝑁𝑉 − capture cross
section several orders of magnitude than predicted (25, 26, 27). As in the previous chapter, we
successfully apply SCC as a means of source filtering, and by generating a flux of holes originating
at a source NV center, find a lower bound on the hole source fidelity of about 75% - i.e. at least
three quarters of the holes captured at the target NV originate at the source NV. While the total
capture fidelity we measure here is relatively low ~1 × 10−5 , spatially confining the charge carriers
via engineered space charge fields offer a promising avenue towards improvements (see Chapter 2).
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4.1 Sample Engineering and Identification of Individual Color Centers
We use an electronic grade diamond purchased from DDK with a nominal nitrogen/boron
concentration ≤ 5𝑝𝑝𝑏. We sent the sample to Sandia National Laboratories where their high energy
tandem accelerator (Figs. 24a, 25a ) was used to implant both nitrogen and silicon at differing fluxes
and energies such that we observe the formation of NV centers at depths up to ~10𝜇𝑚 in the form
of dense clusters as well as individual defects at predetermined positions within the sample. Fig. 25
shows PL microscopy of NV rings, ordered grids and concentric circles generated by deflecting the
implantation beam via electrostatic plates allowing one to write nearly arbitrarily complex patterns.
Here, we focus on groups of engineered single defects separated by several microns. The ion
implantation beam is focused to a waist of about 1𝜇𝑚 and has a straggle of less than a micron at the

Fig. 24 (a) Schematic of the ion implanter and diamond sample. (b) Ordered array of ion implanted NV
centers with insets showing zoomed-in version of individual clusters of defects. (c) Telegraphic signal
obtained from weak illumination of a single NV center (NVB) along with anti-bunching behavior
characteristic of single quantum emitters.

high (~10𝑀𝑒𝑉) implantation energies necessary to engineer single NV centers several microns
below the diamond surface (37). We set the implantation depth to approximately ten microns to
guarantee that surface effects would not come into consideration, as the transport experiments we
report essentially occur in the bulk.
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We first identified single defects via confocal microscopy – a single defect will typically
appear as a small bright point slightly smaller than a micron. Verifying its species is relatively
straight forward since one may perform ODMR at the resonance frequency of the NV and a
modulation of the PL from the defect guarantees it’s composition. Determining the number of
defects in a PL spot is more challenging since the resolution of the best optical microscopes we use
is limited by the wavelength of laser light used in the experiment, and we typically reach a
diffraction limit of a few hundred nanometers to a micron. We then performed multiple checks to
verify that the defects were indeed single NV centers. First, we observe the ‘telegraph’ signal
induced by a weakly illuminating, orange laser (Fig. 24c). This signal is typical of a single NV
center, since we see the PL modulating in single steps as the charge state converts and back converts
from the bright, negative charge state. The presence of multiple centers in the beam spot would be
evidenced by the presence of two or more PL steps. Further, we measure the 𝑔(2) factor of the
defect(s) using two SPCM with a fiber incorporated beam splitter. Such photon timing experiments
essentially measure the likelihood of the defect(s) emitting more than one photon at a time (36). For
a single defect (a quantum emitter) setting the time delay between the two SPCM to zero, we see a
characteristic dip in the 𝑔(2) signal (falling below 0.5) which indicates a single quantum emitter is
being interrogated. After identifying several different single NV centers at different spatial
locations, we carried out free diffusion-capture experiments that demonstrated the transport and
capture of holes between single point defects.
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4.2 Charge Transportation Between Single Defects
The basic setup for these experiments is depicted in Fig. 26b. The ‘source’ NV is illuminated
with a green laser (520nm) while the ‘target’ NV’s charge state is initialized into 𝑁𝑉 − and

Fig. 25 (a) Schematic of the tandem ion accelerator used to implant both nitrogen and
silicon into our electronic grade diamond sample. Images left to right – ordered array of NV
centers; concentric rings; rings.

subsequently read out via a 694nm laser. As the source NV is illuminated it will undergo several
ionization and recombination events and each cycle of conversion from neutral to negative (or vice
versa) will generate a hole and an electron - for these laser powers the hole generation rate is about
1Mhz. We know empirically that 𝑁𝑉 − is essentially transparent to electron capture (see Chapter 1)
so we neglect electronic capture events in these experiments. We then applied the pulse sequence in
Fig. 26b. Both NVs are initialized into their negative charge state with a green raster scan of the
microscopy window containing both defects. After initialization, we park a green laser at the source
NV and then measure the charge state of the targe NV. Fig. 26c shows the results of this experiment
and one sees that the target NV is ‘bleaching’ – it’s charge states is being neutralized by the capture
of a freely diffusing hole, and reducing its emission to near zero. While the capture process is binary
– the target NV either captures and converts its charge state or it does not – since the results
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presented in Fig. are averaged over (~100) repetitions, the brightness of the target NV appears to
gradually fade as the park time of the excitation beam is increased, though the physical process will
be one in which the target is either completely bleached or not.
We used similar experiments to determine critical parameters in the system such as the
average time required for the target defect to capture a hole, the hole generation rate as well as the
cross section for the hole capture process. Fig. 26d shows the bleaching rate as a function of the
applied laser power and allows one to extract the time constant for the capture process, 𝜏.
Intuitively, one would expect that this bleaching time would decrease with the distance between the
source and target defects. If one assumes that carrier wave functions are describable by spherically

Fig. 26 (a) Energy level diagram of the NV center’s negative and neutral charge states. (b) Schematic of
the experimental setup along with sequence. (c) Bleaching of NVB due to capture of holes generated at
NVA. (d) Integrated PL vs. park time and at varying powers.

symmetrical wave fronts emanating from the source NV, the probability flux through an imaginary
surface should decrease, specifically, with the inverse square of the distance between the source and
4𝜋𝑑2

this surface. Therefore, we write 𝜏 = 𝑘

ℎ 𝜎ℎ

where 𝑘ℎ is the hole generation rate (from the source) and

𝜎ℎ is the 𝑁𝑉 − -hole capture cross section, and d is the distance between the two centers.
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We first verify the geometric interpretation of the capture process by identifying several pairs
of single NV centers separated by various distances ranging approximately from 3 to 10 microns.
Fig. 27b shows PL scans of these pairs of centers along with the bleaching rate data obtained from
implementing the experimental protocol described above. The pairs of NV centers are
approximately at the same depth which was determined via scanning the z-axis of the objective lens
using a piezo actuator and observing the peak of the brightness of the center. We find that the
geometric interpretation fits well with the observed bleaching behavior, so measuring the hole
generation rate allowed us to extract the capture cross section for the process.
Further we implemented a SCC protocol that allowed us to determine the source of the holes
that are bleaching the target NV, critically showing that the majority of holes captured at the target

Fig. 27 (a) Cartoon showing the spherical carrier wavefront of a propagating carrier along with a
schematic of the Bohr orbitals of the bound exciton model we propose. (b) PL images of pairs of single
NV centers used to gather the data presented in (c). (c) Hole capture rate (𝑘ℎ ) as a function of distance
between defects.

originated from the source NV and not, for example, from background defects that were
coincidentally ionized or recombined in the beam spot.
4.3 Hole Generation Rate and Cross Section
Fig. 29a shows the pulse sequence used to determine the NV hole generation rate under
illumination with either 520nm or 694nm light. Typically, the PL signal from a NV center is an
integrated number of photon counts extracted from both the negative and neutral charge states. This
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occurs when the power and wavelength of light are chosen such that the charge state of the defect
cycles many times during readout (e.g. 1mW of 520nm). However, the NV center has complex
photo absorption dynamics (18) that change with both power and wavelength so there exist near
optimal conditions for charge state readout (via PL) that does not rely on averaging over the
emission from both charge states. This allows one to extract information regarding the carrier
generation rates of specific species of carriers because (see Fig. 29b-c) the ionization of the negative
charge state will generate a free electron, while the recombination of a neutral NV will generate a
hole. By reading out the charge state of the NV using a low power orange beam, the charge of the
NV is minimally perturbed, and photon statistics may be gathered that reveal the dynamics of each
charge state (18). The experimental protocol is shown in Fig. 29a: we initialize an NV with a green
(orange) pulse, then either ionize (orange) or recombine (green) the defect then readout using a low
power (35𝜇𝑊) orange laser. At these readout powers, the photon counts from both charge states
become resolved (since ionization/recombination unlikely) and by fitting the histogram of these
data, we may extract the hole and electron generation rates. Since we are uninterested in electron
capture, the hole generation rate (𝑘ℎ ) was determined and used in conjunction with the expression
for 𝜏 (see above) to extract the capture cross section. Our result yields a cross section 𝜎ℎ =
3 × 103 𝜇𝑚2 that is orders of magnitude larger than theoretically expected (27, 28) and we
hypothesize that this huge cross section arises due to the formation of an exciton-like state with the
negative NV center serving as the electron. Application of a Bohr model (27) allows one to explain
the process thusly: the unshielded Coulomb attraction between the free hole and NV valence
electron pulls the carrier towards the center. High energy Rydberg states have spatial extents that
scale with the square principal quantum number and, therefore, with the energy of the state. As the
free hole approaches the NV center, it may transition from the quasi-continuum of the CB and
become bound into one of these high energy exciton states. The energy acquired by the free carrier
due to the work done on it by the Coulomb force is then dissipated via phonon emission and the
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carrier cascades down in energy until it recombines and neutralizes the negative defect. We find
reasonable agreement with this theory (up to an order of magnitude difference) but it is an
encouraging result since the Coulomb force emanating from the target defect may play a significant
role in the determination of the cross section of the capture process and appears to greatly enhance
it.
4.4 Spin to Charge Conversion as a Carrier Source Filter
Observation of a huge capture cross section for a single defect is encouraging, but the
outstanding issues remains that background defects could be supplying holes that are bleaching the
target NV. For quantum information applications, the coherence of the flying qubit must be

Fig. 28 (a) Pulse sequence to perform SCC on a pair of NV centers. (b) Energy level diagram of the NV- showing
the ground and excited state triplet manifold along with the singlet state which couples to the triplet via the
intersystem crossing (arrows). (c) Bleaching of a single NV with (clockwise): no SCC; no MW; MW off resonance;
MW on resonance.

preserved with high fidelity, and the presence of spurious charge carriers will greatly reduce the
average coherence of the bussing process. As in Chapter 3, we implement a SCC protocol to filter
the charge carriers that are being received by the target NV, and compare the charge contrast
generated by the SCC protocol with the charge contrast at the target NV.
Fig. 28a shows the pulse sequence used in our spin filtered single defect, charge transfer
experiments. We raster scan to initialize both NV centers, then perform a SCC sequence on the
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source NV with a variable microwave pulse that will either rotate the state of the system such that it
will eject a carrier when illuminated or not (see Chapter 2). We are able to read out the magnetic
spectrum of the source defect by monitoring the charge state of the target defect with a low power
orange laser achieving a charge contrast of about 20%. Further, we carry out local SCC on the
source defect alone. This measurement allows us to determine a lower bound on the number of
captured holes that originate only from the source NV. By comparison with the contrast achieved in
Fig.30c we see that at least 75% of the holes captured by the target originated at the source. This
number is a lower bound on the generation fidelity of the process and will need to be more precisely
determined by further experimental work.

Fig. 29 (a) Experimental sequence for determining the ionization or recombination rate of the source NV.
Colors of the bar indicates the option to change the laser wavelength depending on the desired quantity
to be measured. (b) Experiment to determine recombination rate. Histograms showing count rates
corresponding to the bright or dark state of the NV. (c) Experiment to determine ionization rate. (d)
Ionization and recombination rates as a function of 520nm power. (e) Varying the power of the 594nm
laser for similar measurements.
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Fig. 30 (a) Local SCC performed on NVA. (b) Pulse sequence for local SCC. (C) ODMR spectrum of NVA.
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5. Paul Trapping and Guiding of Charge Carriers in Diamond and Silicon
While the space charge induced channeling described in the previous sections achieves
considerable spatial confinement of holes in diamond – on the order of ten microns – the highfidelity transport and capture of a flying qubit will require a greater degree of spatial confinement of
the charge carrier. While milling the diamond surface into a nanoscopic structure, a “nano beam,”
will certainly spatially confine the carrier to a high degree (1), it is still not known if scattering from
the surface of such a structure would induce loss of spin coherence. Further, nanoscopic fabrication
is not trivial, especially for hard materials like diamond (though the semiconductor industry has

Fig. 31 (a) Cartoon showing the cross section of a quadrupolar guide; color bar shows the depth of the
pseudopotential in meV; white arrow shows trap dimension. (b) Planar quadrupole guide that is amenable to
surface fabrication along with a simulation (COMSOL) of the pseudopotential (see below). Both simulations are for
a trap frequency of 2GHz and a peak voltage of 5V. (c) Schematic of the proposed experiment and a time
independent cross section of the electric field generated in the trap.

certainly shown immense ingenuity over the last several decades (38)). These observations motivate
the search for other means of spatially confining charge carriers. One obvious method of carrier
manipulation is by application of a DC field (see Chapter 2) but static fields have limitations as can
be shown via Earnshaw’s theorem. In order to trap a charged particle in three dimensions the
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trapping region must (a) contain no stray charges, (b) must exert a restoring force on the trapped
𝜌

charge and (c) must have a region of zero field at the center. By Gauss’ law, ∇ ∙ 𝐸̅ = 𝜀 ,one can see
0

conditions (b), (c) and (a) cannot be simultaneously satisfied since the field lines generated by a
restoring force would necessitate a non-zero flux through a Gaussian surface surrounding the trap
center, so there must necessarily exist some stray charge density in the trapping region, 𝜌 ≠ 0,
contradicting (a). This theorem holds for DC fields, but does not constrain AC fields and, indeed, it
is possible to confine and even trap charged bodies using alternating electric fields (39, 44).
This chapter presents an overview of Paul Traps and presents the results of a theoretical
analysis aiming to determine the feasibility of using them to enhance the inter-defect capture fidelity
in a quantum bus. We will consider electrons only in this chapter, though suitable modifications that
include the structure of the valence band should allow these results to be extended to holes. The
equations of motion for an electron in the CB reduce to a Newtonian form, allowing us to cast the
bare dynamics in the form of a standard Mathieu equation. We then treat the e-ph scattering as a
Brownian process with the phonon bath serving as a heat reservoir and find that confinement at
300K is very poor, and low crystal temperatures only offer modest improvements. However, we find
that this method may be useful to characterize the masses of carriers or to generate valley
polarization in diamond (40, 41).
5.1 Introduction to Paul Traps
Such traps have been in use for decades and are typically known as ‘Paul traps,’ after one of
the inventors (Wolfgang Paul along with Hans Dehmelt), or as ‘quadrupolar traps’ since the
dominant component of the electric potential in such traps varies spatially with the inverse square of
the distance from the trap center (yielding a linear restoring force). Paul Traps also rely on the socalled ‘ponderomotive force’ for operation – an inhomogeneous, time varying field will exert a
force on a charged particle that causes the particle to move, on average, towards the region of lower
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field (45). For this reason, Paul Traps are sometimes referred to as ponderomotive traps. Generally,
the charge to mass ratio of the particle being trapped will determine the voltage and frequency
regime in which the trap will be operated. An electron has a very large charge to mass ratio, for
example, and trapping an electron requires drive voltages in the range of tens of volts (at 300K), but
a drive frequency in the gigahertz range (48, 46). At intermediate conditions, atomic ion trapping
experiments use applied voltages of several hundred volts and drive frequencies of tens of
megahertz (49). Macroscopic objects may also be trapped and confining, for example, charged
microparticles and even particles in aqueous solution (50, 51).
While it is possible to trap particles in 3D using a Paul Trap, we focus on the twodimensional case of a ponderomotive ‘guide’ (46) – this is essentially an electrodynamic ‘wire’ that
allows a charged particle to move freely in a longitudinal direction by keeps it confined in the other
two (see Fig. 31). Such a guide utilizes hyperbolic electrodes because this geometry generates a
quadrupolar potential and the electrodes are energized such that opposing pairs will have the same
phase of the applied field as in Fig 31a. Consider Laplace’s equation ∇2 𝑉(𝑥, 𝑦) = 0 where ∇ is the
typical differential operator and 𝑉(𝑥, 𝑦) is the (time independent) electric potential. We now
explicitly write the potential in quadratic form as 𝑉(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝛼𝑥 2 + 𝛽𝑦 2 , which yields ∇2 𝑉(𝑥, 𝑦) =
𝛼 + 𝛽 = 0 (it also gives a Hook’s Law restoring force that is proportional to displacement). This
equation has a solution 𝛼 = −𝛽 so we may write the full, time dependent potential as 𝑉(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) =
𝑉0
𝑟02

cos (𝛺𝑡)(𝑥 2 − 𝑦 2 ) where 𝛺 = 2𝜋𝑓 is the angular frequency of the applied AC field and 𝑟0 is the

distance from the center of the trap to the nearest point on an electrode (42). One may then write
Newton’s Second Law (in one dimension for generalized coordinate, s) for a charged particle with
unit charge 𝑒 and the free electron mass 𝑚0 as:
𝑑2 𝑠
𝑑𝜏2

+ (𝑎𝑠 − 2𝑞𝑠 cos 2𝜏)𝑠 = 0.
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Where the coefficients above are 𝑞𝑠 = 𝑚(𝑠

0

𝛺)2

̃0
4𝑒𝑉

and 𝑎𝑠 = 𝑚(𝑠

0 𝛺)

2

,̃
𝑉0 is the (optional) DC voltage

that may be applied to the electrodes, 𝑠0 is the distance from the trap center to the nearest electrode
along the specified dimension and 𝜏 =

𝛺𝑡
2

is the dimensionless time parameter. For this work, we

put 𝑎𝑠 = 0 and analyze the operation of a guide with no DC trapping field. The expression above
describes the motion of a classical particle in a quadrupolar trap and applies practically when, for
example, trapping ions in high vacuum. Under such conditions, the stability of the trap is very
sensitive to the peak magnitude of the applied AC field its frequency as well as the mass of the
trapped particle. This sensitivity allows one to utilize a Paul Trap as a mass spectrometer by tuning
the applied fields such that ions within a narrow charge to mass ratio window remain trapped and
others are ejected. Further, the largest energy particle that can be stably trapped is known as the
‘depth’ of the trap and is typically given in eV or meV – atomic ion traps will typically have a depth
of several hundred meV but low temperature operation allows one to lower the requisite trap depth
𝑒2

(44). For the case of a classical particle, the depth may be approximated as 𝜓 = 4𝑚𝛺2 |𝑬(𝑥, 𝑦)|2
where 𝑬(𝑥, 𝑦) is the (static) electric field. This result is derived using the pseudopotential
approximation (42), in which the time variance of the field is integrated over and the average
confining energy of the trap is expressed as the time independent quantity, 𝜓(𝑥, 𝑦). If the energy of
the particle exceeds the depth of the trap, it will be lost. This result becomes less accurate as one
operates the trap at larger 𝑞𝑠 parameters (i.e., increasing voltage), and it does not hold in the
presence of ion-ion or ion-background collisions. While such an analysis is appropriate for trapping
charged particles in the absence of collisions, repurposing this technology to operate inside a
semiconductor crystal presents many challenges.
The presence of quantized crystal vibrations (phonons) requires one to consider the effect of
random perturbations to the momentum and energy of the trapped particles. While the equations of
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motion of an electron in the CB of diamond (or silicon) reduce to Newtonian form when near the
CB minimum, the anisotropy of the effective masses of carriers must be addressed. Ultimately, we
find that the presence of phonon scattering, even at relatively low temperatures, will likely limit the
achievable confinement to ~10𝜇𝑚, which is the same order of magnitude of guiding we
demonstrated using space charge induced fields at ambient conditions (see Chapter 3). While the
technique will require further development if it is to be used for charge guiding on the sub-micron
scale, we find that it still may find application as a charge carrier mass spectrometer or as a
technique with which one may ‘valley polarize’ electrons (see below).
5.2 The Conduction Band in Diamond and Silicon
Here we briefly describe the photo-dynamics of an electron being ionized from a defect and
discuss the dispersion structure of the CB. Diamond (and Si) has several, degenerate energy minima
(‘valleys’) in the energy landscape of the CB, each of which is equally likely to be populated in the
absence of an externally applied field. The energy of a carrier in k-space is measured from the center
of the valley it occupies (see Fig. 32), and the effective mass tensor of the valleys is anisotropic (in
the absence of collisions), so there are situations in which one must consider the variation of
effective mass with applied field direction.
After photoexcitation, carriers will quickly (~fs) reach equilibrium with one another through
Coulomb interactions, if their density is sufficiently high, then after emission and absorption of
phonons (~ps) reach thermal equilibrium with the lattice. In Si and diamond there are six
degenerate, ellipsoidal energy valleys that will become equally populated once the electrons relax.
These six valleys are aligned to the [100], [010], and [001] crystal axes and each has a longitudinal
and a transverse effective mass. Consequently, a field applied longitudinally/transversely to one of
these axes will cause a carrier to accelerate as if it had a mass that deviates from the bare electron
mass: for silicon the longitudinal and transverse effective electron masses are 0.98m0 and 0.2m0
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(respectively) and for diamond they are 1.1𝑚0 and 0.22𝑚0 (45). The effective mass of a carrier is
proportional to the inverse curvature of the dispersion – in the case of an elliptical valley, the
longitudinal axis is the ‘heavy’ axis, and the transverse axis is the ‘light’ axis. A high curvature
yields a low mass, a low curvature yields a high mass. Explicitly, the dispersion for a carrier near
the minimum of the [100] valley is:

𝜀𝑥 (𝑘) = 𝜀𝑐 +

ħ2 (𝑘0𝑥 − 𝑘𝑥 )2 𝑘𝑦2 + 𝑘𝑧2
[
+
]
2
𝑚𝑙∗
𝑚𝑡∗

Where 𝑘0𝑥 is the center of the valley on the [100] axis, 𝜀𝑐 is the energy of the bottom of the
∗
conduction band and 𝑚𝑙/𝑡
are the longitudinal and transverse effective masses. In diamond (silicon)

Fig. 32 the Brillouin Zone (BZ) in diamond (silicon): the CB minima lie along the crystal axes
approximately 85 (75) percent of the way to the BZ edge in diamond (Si). From left to right, the CB
valleys; acceleration of a carrier in a specific valley – green arrows indicate the externally applied field,
faint blue arrows indicate the acceleration vector of the carrier; right, the different species of e-ph
scattering events: intra. Indicates intravalley scattering (dark gray), f-scattering (gray) involves
scattering into an orthogonal valley, g-scattering (turquois) involves scattering into a parallel valley.

𝑘0𝑥 is approximately 0.75 (0.85) times the distance to the edge of the BZ from the 𝛤 point. The
dispersion relation for the CB along with knowledge of externally applied fields can be used to
determine the so-called semiclassical dynamics of an electron wave packet (discussed below).
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If a carrier has relaxed into a CB valley and it is not perturbed it will remain in the same
valley since there are large momentum barriers separating them. However, phonons can impart
enough momentum to a carrier to eject it from a valley and propel it to another valley (Fig. 32) that
is either along the same axis - known as g-scattering – or along an orthogonal axis – known as ‘fscattering’ – after the type of phonon involved in the transition (40). Note that since the CB valleys
are far from the gamma point, a relatively high k phonon is required to induce transitions between
valleys and if the Debye temperature of a crystal is relatively high (as in the case of diamond) the
likelihood of populating a phonon state with sufficiently high k is unlikely at ambient temperature.
If a carrier may be coherently initialized into a known valley, it is then likely that it will remain in
that valley for long a long time, and it is considered ‘valley polarized.’ This degree of freedom may
then serve as a quantum number, possibly as a basis for a qubit system (58). In the opposite regime
of high momentum, high e-ph scattering rates, a carrier that is initialized into a given valley will
rapidly be ejected by a phonon and relax into a randomly oriented valley. In such a situation the
anisotropy of the valley axes are essentially averaged over, and one may describe the effective mass
1

1

2

1∗

using the so-called ‘conductivity’ effective mass, given by 𝑚∗ = 3 [𝑚∗ + 𝑚 ] where 𝑚𝑡∗ and 𝑚𝑙∗ are
𝑐

𝑡

𝑙

the effective masses along the transverse and longitudinal directions of a valley (30).
5.3 Semiclassical Equation of Motion for a Trapping in a Semiconductor
The free-flight dynamics (i.e., in the absence of collisions) of carriers in the CB of
semiconductors can be described by semiclassical transport theory (30, 33). This formalism treats a
carrier as a wave packet composed of a sum of Bloch states, and finds that the good quantum
number of the carrier + lattice Hamiltonian is the crystal momentum, k. The fundamental results are
equations of motion:
𝑣=

𝑑𝑟
𝑑𝑡

=

1 𝑑𝜀(𝑘)
ħ 𝑑𝑘

(i), and

𝑑𝑘
𝑑𝑡

1

= 𝑒𝐸(𝑟, 𝑡) (ii).
ħ
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Above, 𝑣 is the group velocity of the carrier wave packet, r is the one-dimensional position of the
peak of the packet, 𝜀(𝑘)is the dispersion of the CB, e is the electron charge and 𝐸(𝑟, 𝑡)is the electric
field produced by external sources, e.g., the trapping electrodes (we set external magnetic fields to
zero). The effects of the fields produced by internal sources, the unperturbed lattice, are
incorporated into the dynamics through the dispersion relation.
To obtain a Mathieu equation for the electron wave packet (in the absence of collisions), we
require the acceleration. Taking the time derivative of (i) gives:

𝑑𝑣
𝑑𝑡

𝑑2 𝑟

=

𝑑𝑡 2

1 𝑑

𝑑𝜀(𝑘)

= ħ 𝑑𝑡 (

𝑑𝑘

) (iii).

If the carriers are sufficiently close to the minimum of the CB the dispersion can be approximated as
parabolic, 𝜀(𝑘) ≃
1
𝑚∗

ħ2 𝑘 2
2𝑚∗

(iv) (where m* is the effective mass of the carrier). Using (iv) gives

𝑑𝜀(𝑘)
𝑑𝑘

=

ħ𝑘 and inserting this result into (iii),
𝑑2𝑟
𝑑 ħ
ħ 𝑑𝑘 𝑒𝐸(𝑟, 𝑡)
( ∗ 𝑘) = ∗
=
=
2
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑡 𝑚
𝑚 𝑑𝑡
𝑚∗

Where we have used (ii) to evaluate the

𝑑𝑘
𝑑𝑡

term. Making the substitution 𝜏 =

𝑡𝛺
2

to render the time

parameter dimensionless and inserting a quadrupolar, sinusoidally varying electric field finally
yields:
𝑑2 𝑟
𝑑𝜏2

4𝑒𝑉

2𝑒𝑉

+ (𝑎∗ − 2𝑞 ∗ 𝑐𝑜𝑠(2𝜏))𝑟 = 0 , where 𝑎∗ = 𝑚∗(𝛺𝑟𝐷𝐶)2 , 𝑞 ∗ = 𝑚∗(𝛺𝑟𝐴𝐶)2 .
0

0

We see that in the semiclassical framework the only modification to the Mathieu equation (for a
quadrupole guide) is the inclusion of the carrier effective mass in the 𝑎∗ and 𝑞 ∗ parameters. These
equations remain valid if the field gradients are small on length scales comparable to the interatomic
distance and the frequency of the applied field cannot induce interband transitions. For brevity, we
will sometimes drop the * superscripts above the q/a parameters, but it should be clear form context
whether we are referring to semiclassical or classical dynamics.
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Working at non-zero temperatures requires one to consider the effects of electron phonon (eph) scattering on the trap dynamics and the results outlined above must be modified. In the
following section, we utilize the results of a perturbative theory, treating the CB electrons as
Brownian particles in a phonon bath, and show that it is feasible to confine electrons in either silicon
or diamond down to a scale of tens of microns at reasonable experimental conditions.
5.4 e-ph Scattering as a Brownian Process
The state-of-the-art study of e-ph scattering is typically done via Monte Carlo simulation
since the inherently stochastic nature of phonon emission or absorption is amicable to such a
treatment (33). These simulations, however, are very computationally expensive and complex.
Further, the Mathieu equation can give rise to dynamics that are very sensitive to experimental

Fig. 33 (a) Plot showing the confinement of a guide for electrons in Si; blue curve shows confinement, and the
leftmost vertical axis is in units of 𝜇𝑚; orange curve shows required voltage. (b) Cartoon showing a cross section of
the guide and the probability distribution along a cut line on the x-axis.

parameters, and the parameter space that must be explored is vast, so ‘brute force’ Monte Carlo
techniques are not likely to be generally applicable. We compromise by implementing an
approximate, stochastic method that partitions the e-ph interaction into two forces – a drag force that
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dissipates energy from the carriers and always opposes the group velocity of the carrier wave
packet, and a random force that arises from e-ph coupling and fluctuations in the phonon bath (59,
61). In the case of the first force, phonon scattering (either absorption or emission) tends to bring a
carrier towards thermal equilibrium with the lattice and so an accelerating electron that gains energy
in excess of the thermal energy of the lattice should experience a retarding force that attempts to
restore it to equilibrium. What is more, if the phonon scattering may be treated as isotropic, this
dissipative force is proportional to the root of the energy of the particle, that is, the velocity (33).
Paul trapping in the presence of a damping force alone is well understood – the trajectory of a stably
trapped particle will always damp towards the center of the trap, while an unstable particle will be
ejected (52). However, if the phonon bath is in thermal contact with a carrier, the fluctuations within
the bath can inject energy back into the carrier – e.g., a phonon from far in the tail of the
distribution, with significant energy/momentum can scatter off the carrier, greatly perturbing its
trajectory. The random force is more difficult to address because it adds a stochastic forcing term to
the equations of motion. In the remainder of this chapter we will describe the theoretical framework
used to solve the Mathieu equation when these Brownian forces are added to the system.
With (61) as motivation, we describe the interaction of the phonon bath with a CB electron
by adding two terms to the canonical Mathieu equation (59, 60). The dissipative force takes the
1 𝑑𝜀(𝑘)

form −𝑣𝛽 = − ħ

𝑑𝑘

𝛽 where 𝑣 is the group velocity of the carrier and 𝛽 is the damping factor.

This damping factor can be described in terms of the mobility (𝜇) of the carrier, 𝛽 = 𝑒/𝜇𝑚∗ where
e is the fundamental charge. The mobility of a carrier is typically expressed 𝐸𝜇 = 𝑣𝑑 where 𝐸 is an
externally applied electric field and 𝑣𝑑 is the drift (saturation) velocity. Note that this expression
relating the mobility to the drift velocity is precisely of the form that would describe the saturation
velocity of a particle being forced through a viscous medium. The mobility may also be expressed
𝜏𝑒

as 𝜇 = 𝑚∗ where 𝜏 is the average momentum relaxation time of the carrier – i.e., the average time
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required before the initial momentum of the carrier becomes uncorrelated with the final momentum
of the carrier. If one considers e-ph scattering to be isotropic – a situation that is commonly applied
to carriers near room temperature, since the kinetic energy of a single phonon is a small fraction of
the average kinetic energy of a charge carrier at this temperature – one finds that the acoustic
phonon scattering rates scale with energy as 𝛤𝑒−𝑝ℎ = √𝜀(𝑘) ∝ 𝑣 (30). Since the scattering rate
determines the momentum relaxation time, the mobility of a carrier in the isotropic scattering limit
will behave phenomenologically as a particle in a viscous medium and will experience a drag force
proportional to its velocity, −𝑣𝛽 . At lower temperatures, the average carrier velocity can become so
low that the energy of a scattering phonon is non-negligible, and we expect our result to be less
accurate at low temperatures since, e.g., e-ph scattering may become highly anisotropic (62).
This drag force is not the only addition required to convert the Mathieu equation to a form that
describes the interaction between a trapped electron and a phonon bath, however. At equilibrium,
the work done on the particle by the phonon bath must be compensated by the bath doing work back
on the particle. However, since we assume a large phonon occupation number, the bath has a welldefined average energy so only variances (higher moments) contribute to the energy transfer.
Specifically, the fluctuation-dissipation theorem (63) states that any thermodynamic system that
exerts a damping force on a body must also give rise to a (time dependent) random force, 𝐹̃ (𝑡).
Since 𝐹̃ (𝑡) is a stochastic variable, it is described by its moments where 〈𝐹̃ (𝑡)〉 = 0 and
2𝑘 𝑇𝑒
〈𝐹̃ (𝑡0 )𝐹̃ (𝑡1 )〉 = 𝐵 𝛿(𝑡0 − 𝑡1 ) with variables defined as above (59). Mathematically, this random
𝜇

force has a zero-time average (at any time scale) and is delta correlated. Physically, these constraints
may be satisfied if: many scattering events occur on some characteristic time scale for the system
under consideration, and if the correlations in the phonon bath are not too long lived. As will be
seen, this first requirement is fulfilled if the scattering time (average time one must wait for a e-ph
scattering event to occur) is much shorter than the period of the applied trapping field (61). The
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second requirement is more difficult to address, since phonon-phonon (ph-ph) scattering events can
cause correlations to build up in the bath and non-Markovian dynamics can occur under some
conditions (62). However, for this preliminary analysis we assume that any ph-ph scattering
correlations die off quickly enough that the application of the Brownian theory to the system is
valid.
5.5 Trapping a Brownian Particle in the High Damping Regime in a Paul Trap
Trapping a Brownian particle has been considered in the context of confining microparticles
in Paul traps in the presence of high-pressure buffer gases (~1 atm) (60). Combining the two

Fig. 34 (a) Stability plot as a function of the dimensionless damping parameter, b. Region (I) contains trajectories
that are unstable, while trajectories in (II) are stable (sample trajectories below plot). (b) Stability plot at very high q
(high drive voltage) showing the large excursions at short times that tend to dominate the stability analysis in this
regime; (III) unstable and (IV) stable.

Brownian force terms described in the last section with the canonical Mathieu equation yields:
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𝑑2 ⟨𝑠⟩
𝑑𝜏2

+𝑏

𝑑⟨𝑠⟩
𝑑𝜏

2𝛽

− 2𝑞𝑐𝑜𝑠(2𝜏)⟨𝑠⟩ = 𝐹̃ (𝑡) where 𝑠 = {𝑥, 𝑦}, and 𝑏 = 𝑚∗𝛺 . This expression takes

the form of a Langevin equation with a stochastic forcing term, and it may be solved perturbatively
1

4𝑞

using the WKB framework (60) - specifically, it is solved in the small parameters 𝑏 ≪ 1, and 𝑏2 ≪
1. Physically, the first constraint is an expression of the requirement that many scattering events

Fig. 35 (a) Left plot shows the confinement and voltage (in silicon, 5GHz) for two effective masses. Black
vertical line is the 200V line and the shaded regions denote the value of the dimensionless parameter
(𝛼 = 𝑏) with the dark blue region denoting 𝑏 ≥ 50 and the light blue region denoting 𝑏 ≥ 10; white
region is 𝑏 ≤ 10. Same as the left pane but for diamond (2.5GHz).

occur before the phase of the trapping field switches phase – i.e., we operate in the high damping
𝜏𝑒

1

regime. Using the definition of the mobility 𝜇 = 𝑚∗ one sees that 𝑏 ∝ 𝛺𝜏 ≪ 1 or, alternatively, that
𝑏 ≫ 1. Fulfilling this constraint requires that the chosen frequency of the Paul trap is not too high
compared to the frequency of e-ph scattering. The second constraint is analogous to terms
encountered the large damping treatment of an overdamped, driven oscillator (63) and, for the
conditions we consider, it is never violated. We next present the results of the application of the
theory described in (60) and determine experimental parameters that would allow one to guide free
electrons in either diamond or silicon.
Since the stochastically perturbed Mathieu equation represents the time evolution of a
Weiner process, the resulting particle distribution for electrons in an overdamped Paul trap will be
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normally distributed. What is more, the average trajectory of a stably trapped particle will always
damp to the center of the trap (Fig. 34) so the long-time dynamics of a CB electron are well
described by a Gaussian distribution centered about the trap center. Thus, we may characterize the
confinement of an electron by determining the stability of the trajectory along with the width of the
distribution, 𝜎𝑥 .
Fig. 34 shows the average trajectories for some sample trap parameters for Si in the high
damping regime. We find that stable trajectories do indeed damp to the trap center, but there exist
some instances where the short time excursions made by the particle are orders of magnitude larger
than the trap size (300𝜇𝑚, in this case). These excursions occur at very large values of the q
parameter (𝑞~4,000), and while experimentally feasible, are an order of magnitude larger than the
conditions we examine. We then find that the stability of the trap is guaranteed as long as one does
not increase the drive voltage past a certain threshold after which the short time excursions of the
average trajectory will dominate the stability of the trap, rather than the long-time behavior.
Since the average displacement of the particle from the trap center will tend to zero, the
width of the electron probability distribution at long times will yield the confinement of the trap.
Using the results in (60) and working in one dimension, one may determine 𝜎𝑥 (𝑞) where q is the
typical stability parameter. Fig. 36 shows sample plots of 𝜎𝑥 (𝑉) and, notably, it is found that there is
8𝑘 𝑇

a minimum given by 𝜎𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛 = √𝑚∗𝐵𝛺2 (34). As the width of the particle distribution 𝑃(𝑥, 𝑦) (which
gives the probability of finding an electron at the coordinate (𝑥, 𝑦)) narrows, the confinement of the
guide increases so making 𝜎𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛 as small as possible is desirable for tight spatial confinement.
2𝑒𝑉

Further, the q value at which 𝜎𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛 occurs is given by 𝑞 𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 0.759√4 + 𝑏 2 = 𝑚∗(𝑟

2
0 𝛺)

(60) so the

temperature of the crystal, mass of the particle and drive frequency of the trap determine completely
the long-time width of the electron distribution while the requisite experimental voltage is obtained
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via the expression for 𝑞 𝑚𝑖𝑛 . The mobility of the carrier enters through the b term in 𝑞 𝑚𝑖𝑛 and we
use experimentally derived mobilities for our analysis (64). One complication is due to the
perturbative parameters that must be kept within appropriate bounds and a tension that exists
between making the confinement tighter and the e-ph scattering rate. The confinement of a guide
will increase with increasing frequency; however, the perturbative parameters become larger with
4𝑞

frequency and a larger drive frequency will also entail a larger applied voltage (recall that 𝑏2 ≪ 1 is
never violated). To simplify the analysis, we first set the drive frequency of the trap (here, either
5GHz or 2.5GHz), determine the voltage required by 𝑞 𝑚𝑖𝑛 and check the behavior of these
parameters across a range of crystal temperatures. We set a cutoff at 𝑏 ≤ 0.02 (or, 𝑏 ≥ 50) since
the theory applies well in this limit (60). However, it is not known if its validity suffers greatly as
this constraint is violated, and in the interest of speculation, we also present data that loosens these
constraints. Fig. shows the results for Si at 5GHz and in a temperature regime where intervalley
scattering occurs on a time scale that is much faster than the applied frequency (41). The intervalley,
f-scattering rates (see Fig. 32) for both Si and diamond are taken from Monte Carlo simulations
reported in (41) and we examine the two cases in which intervalley scattering is much slower or
much faster than the AC field (Fig. 35 and Fig. 33). In the case of a high rate of f-scattering, the
conductivity effective mass 𝑚𝑐∗ may be used since the anisotropy induced by the relative orientation
of an individual valley to the external field is averaged over. The vertical dashed line in Fig. 33
shows the 200V mark (a practical experimental cutoff at 5GHz) and the blue (orange) curves show
𝜎𝑥 (V). This data is given for a symmetrical, quadrupole guide with radial dimensions 𝑥0 = 𝑦0 =
300𝜇𝑚 . Note that the achievable confinement even at 70K is on the same order (or larger) than the
confinement achieved via space charge channeling and increasing the voltage and or frequency of
the guide to increase confinement seems infeasible due to the high frequencies and voltages
required. This data presents a simplifying case, however, because of the high intervalley scattering
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rate in Si. Since the Debye temperature of diamond is much higher than Si, the population of high
momentum (energy) phonon modes that are required for an f-scattering event to occur is greatly
diminished. Therefore, at the same temperature, diamond will tend to have a much lower intervalley
scattering rate than silicon – the intervalley scattering time for diamond is ~300𝑛𝑠 at 300K, much
larger than for Si (~1ns) (41). This will necessitate a branching of the single 𝜎𝑥 curve into two, with
one corresponding to the transverse and one to the longitudinal effective mass.
Fig. 35 shows the results of a similar analysis carried out for both Si and diamond over a
range of temperatures for which the intervalley scattering rate is low compared to the AC frequency.
We adjust the frequency of the guide for diamond from 5GHz to 2.5GHz because the effective
masses in diamond are larger than in Si, and particle species with small charge to mass ratios permit
lower AC trap frequencies. Again, we are interested in this guiding technique as a means to confine
particles on a length scale appreciably smaller than what we have previously achieved using space
charge fields and find it lacking in this respect. For the heavier mass axis of diamond at low
temperatures, we find that a confinement of ~7𝜇𝑚 should be achievable, but at the technical cost of
fabrication and optimization of an electrodynamic guide on the crystal. Since this technique requires
relatively high frequencies, voltages and low temperature to attain a trap confining electrons on the
scale of several microns, we find it unlikely to be fruitful in this respect. However, the tightness of
the confinement is sensitive to the effective mass of the trapped species, so it is possible that such a
guide (or trap) could have other applications such as mass spectrometry (53, 54) and carrier lifetime
measurement (55, 56).
5.6 Applications of Ponderomotive Trapping in Semiconductors
Paul traps have been used for mass spectrometry for decades (52), and techniques analogous
to those used in standard mass spectroscopy could be extended to measure the effective masses of
carriers in semiconductors – e.g., by sweeping the AC field frequency and magnitude until only
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carriers responding to the field with a specific, effective mass will remain trapped. This would
augment standard methods and provide information about the AC response of the carriers, as well.
A ponderomotive trap for carriers in semiconductors could also be used to measure the bulk lifetime
of charge carriers directly. In traditional carrier lifetime experiments, the resulting lifetime must be
deconvoluted because it contains recombination events occurring in the bulk as well as surface
assisted recombination (56). Traditional lifetime measurements rely on fabricating several wafers of
nearly identical doping profiles but different thicknesses in order to measure the effects of surface
interactions and the surface recombination rate can be decoupled from the bulk rate. Since a Paul
trap can be engineered to confine carriers to the bulk, the detection of trapped carrier recombination
rates would result in a direct measurement of the bulk recombination lifetime. This measurement
could be carried out by detecting the PL emitted from recombining exciton pairs or by capacitively
measuring the presence of charge carriers through the image currents they induce on near by
conductors (57).
Finally, we note that the valley degree of freedom in semiconductors is garnering much
attention (58, 40, 41) and ponderomotive technology could provide a unique method for initializing
a valley qubit - Fig. 36 illustrates this concept in the case of diamond at 60K (at low temperatures,
the valley polarization time for diamond can be in the ms range) (41). The guide is initially driven
with a peak voltage of 𝑉 (𝑖𝑖) = 52𝑉 which traps both light (blue curve) and heavy (orange curve)
mass axes equally. Owing to the anisotropy of the effective mass tensor and the non-monotonic
behavior of 𝜎𝑥 (𝑞), however, changing the peak voltage of the guide can preferentially eject carriers
from one of two groups of CB valleys. Since the guide is oriented along the crystallographic axes of
the diamond, the two valleys (Fig. 35 blue valleys, upper inset) that lie in the longitudinal direction
of the guide will experience an electric field that points only radially with respect to the valleys. In
this case, the carriers in either of these valleys will respond to the trapping field with only the light
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effective mass. Conversely, carriers in the other group of valleys do not respond with a single
valued effective mass. As the voltage is lowered from 𝑉 (𝑖𝑖) → 𝑉 (𝑖) = 12.5𝑉 the carriers in the
valleys orthogonal to the guide axis (Fig. 35, light orange valleys, upper inset) will have a spatial
distribution that overlaps significantly with the trap surface and so the carriers in these valleys will
eventually impact the surface and be lost. Carriers in the two longitudinal valleys will remain
trapped, however, and could serve as the initial state for a valley qubit. Alternatively, ramping the
voltage up from 𝑉 (𝑖𝑖) = 52𝑉 → 𝑉 (𝑖𝑖𝑖) = 120𝑉 will cause the spatial distribution of carriers that
respond to the field with the light effective mass to be ejected. Since the carriers in the valleys
orthogonal to the guide axis will experience a force with a component along either the light or heavy
mass axis, some number of carriers will be lost from these valleys, but we suspect that the loss rate
should be approximately half as fast as the loss rate from the longitudinal valleys.
In this chapter we have presented an analysis of the feasibility of trapping electrons in the
CB of diamond or silicon. Though the degree of spatial confinement it may provide does not appear
useful for flying qubit transport, it could find important applications in fundamental and applied
areas of semiconductor physics.
5.7 Conclusion
We have presented extensive experimental and theoretical work aimed at the realization of a
room temperature quantum bus using an electron (or hole) as a flying qubit (1). In NV ensemble
experiments, we found that carrier trajectories could be significantly modified by the presence of
space charge fields and may be useful as a means of carrier guiding. These experiments also
revealed a new, integrated method for reading out the spin state of NV centers using ancilla defects.
We further demonstrate charge carrier transport between individual color centers and characterized
key parameters of the process. Finally, we presented a theoretical description of using a Paul trap to
confine free carriers in semiconductors and outlined possible applications. Our future work aims to
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further this program, and we are currently seeking new methods for improving the spatial
confinement of the flying qubit and capture fidelity along with techniques for measuring the spin
coherence of the ionized carrier.
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Fig. 36 Proposed scheme for valley polarizing electrons in diamond. Three panels at the top are cartoons
of the BZ of diamond, with the darkness of a valley being proportional to its carrier occupation number
(light valleys are less occupied). Below, a schematic cross section of a quadrupole guide, and the electron
probability distributions also color coded to match the valley group in which the carriers reside (orange –
orthogonal group; blue – longitudinal group).
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